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Chapter I. 
ThTTR ODTJC T TON 
The ~rowing interest in the qualitative aspects of social 
work together with modern intereat in methods of social re-
search have resulted in numerous studies in specialized fields 
l 
t>f social work. Investigations of those aspects of social 
~or'k that are common to all branches of social work are compara-
tively few in number, although a study of general social work 
e procedure forms the basis of the practical train.ing of every 
student in social work. 
Perhaps the most striking conclusion to be drawn from a 
review of soc hil work li tara. ture as a 'whole is that the authors 
attempt to set up certain generally acceptable standards in 
their fields of work and that they do not as a rule succeed in 
doing so. The failure to set up standards is perhaps partly 
due to the fact that interest in social research is not always 
accompanied by a knowledge of scientific procedure; and perhaps 
the concept 'standard' itself has caused a certain amount of 
.e confusion. 
The term 'standard' may be used to indicate an objective 
or end 1 or 1 t may be used to indicate a measurement of quality 
or quantity in which e ,g. the end can be expressed. Family 
allowances provided at the rate of 5 shillings per child per 
week may represent a high standard of family allowances to one 
person, and a low standard to another, dependin~ on individual 
conceptions of what family allowances should be. But to both 
these persons the shilling is the standard measurement in which 
family allowances are expressed. 
Standards, in the sense of objectives, are dependent on 
our opinion of what the state of affairs should be. Science 
'I, 
can never concludii··,;t;t,t~t such and. such an amount of family allow-
\ ~ :, 
ahct$~ is de·~·irable~· except in the light of the stahdards set by 
our philosophy. 
Standards,. as measurements" may be social, i.e., established 
by an authority,· or by custom or common agreement, without 
-:s~~J?ntiflc investigation; or they may be established by scient!-
;. ·.fie methods. If a standara·of family allowances of 5 shillings 
per child p.e~, week is bas~d on existing· average practice as re-
ga·rds family allowances, and fs, without scientific invest 1ga-
tlon, common.ly considered adequate for relieving child poverty, 
then we are dealing with a social standard measurement of the 
arrfount of family allowances nec·essary to relieve child poverty. 
In order t G. arr'i ve at a scientific measurement of the amount 
of family allowances necessary to relieve child poverty we have, 
,'; 
firstly, to replace .1 relieving child poverty' by. exact economic 
and social objectives, e.g., the amount of housing, food, 
clothin~, etc. necessary to maintain the health and decency 
of children; and secondly, to investigate scientifically which 
.~,otivities are b'eat suited to meet thea,~ .objectives, and if 
e family allowances is amongst them, t 0 'def:in-e the amount of 
family allowances in terms of shillings·_ per child per week, 
To make the resulting measurement an effective standard it is 
necessary for all those involved in rel1(r1ng,gh!ld p~~-~rty to.· 
co-operate in conforming to the standard. 
The activity of social work may be divided into two sec-
tions: (a) the correction or prevention of abnormal circumstances; 
and (b) the amelioration Of average practices or the raising of 
current norms, 
{1) 
In this inv~stigation the term 'standard' will be used to 
indicate a social or scientific measurement. Where 
lstandard' indicates an objective, the word 'objective' 
will be used~ 
:3. 
Th~ correction or prevention of ab~brmal circumstances· is 
conditioned by the subjective view of the social worker or the 
agency for which she works as to what is ! 'normal' or what is 
average practice. The first step in scientific standardiza-
tion, that of defining exactly our objectives, is, in this case, 
impossible. Therefore no scientific standards can be laid down 
as a guide to the correction or prevention of abnormal circum-
stances. 
But in that aspect of social work that deals with the 
raising of current norms we can set. ourselves certain defined 
objectives and attempt to establish scientifically those stan-
dards. best sui ted to the purpose in vie\lf. In the field of 
social case work, for instance, the following might be standar-
dized scientifically: 
(a ) de f in 1 t i ot1 s of t e c hn i o a 1 t e :r ms ; 
(b) technical aids; 
(c ) rules of procedure; 
(d) basic requirements of clients. 
The setting up of standards ~s a prerequisite of all sound 
planning in social work, of evaluating the results of social 
work, and of interpreting social work to the public, leaders 
of public opinion and students of social work. These needs 
are too well recognized to-day to require special emphasis_ here. 
Standards of some kind are so indispensable to these activities, 
that where standards are not established scientifically we are 
likely to find evidence of social standardization. 
Where standards have been established scientifically in 
social work they are seldom found to be the same as those based 
on common agreement. This does not mean that social standards 
• 
are of no value, In the field of social case work, which is 
our main concern in this study, these social standards are the 
outcome of the accumulated experience of social agencies and 
individual social workers. This experience is of two-fold value: 
. j 
j 
4 • 
firstly, it is to a large extent the result of numerous trial 
and error experiments, from which what was found to be best 
. { . : . 
' . 
has been con served; and secondly, it provides an approach to 
scientific study, in suggesting aspects of sncial case work in 
whidh scientific standardization might be profitable. 
' ; 
This investigation was planned with the object of making 
, a contribution to the study of standards in social work and 
at the same time to provide more factual iliaterial than at pres-
, 
ent available for students in the theory ~nd practice of sbcial 
work. 
It has taken the farm of a survey of. bertain rules of pro-
cedure in sOci~l case work abd of othar .ibcidental facts 1~ 
.I order to answe~ the f ollowin~ general que~ t ions: 
I ' 
(a) Ifi. there any evidedde of s tanda~d 1 za ti on in soc 1k1 
case work procedure in JoHannesburg ? If so: 
(b ) Which procedures have bee om~ s tkndard · practice, L . 
which are likely to beqome standard practice, ~nd 
for which, of the~e prodedures 11!3 there no indica-
tibh bf standardization ? 
(c) Are ;the,se standards base'd. on scier.ltif.ic rese,arcH 
or are they based on general c onserlt J 
. (d ) Doe:s the ~V{denc¢ give us any. information on case 
work prdcedures outside Johannesburg ? 
Does th~. evld~nde. suggest any i~z;~~~r ave~ues Of 
resel~tl~ Whidh w~ ~~~ expect to be fruitful ? 
5, 
Chapter II. 
DEFlN IT IONS. 
P~ior to obtaining the desired data on the problem, it 
I 
se~mdd essential to determine as exactly as is possible at 
present the meaning of some of the terms in dommon use in 
social case work today. The following is a list of terms 
with their definitions, arrived at after discussion with several 
41t case workers, As these terms were. to be tised;in a question-
naire addressed to social workers in the field~ they a~e based 
on common usage in Johannesburg at the time of the investiga-
tion. 
Agency see Social Agency. 
Applicatioq - making a request for treatment by a social agency • 
. 
Application Form - form with blanks to be filled up with data 
furnished by the person· applying • 
• • ; l ' '•· . . ; . . . ' ' 
Case ~ social prdblem ~ituation calling fo~ the ~ttent1on rif ~
of a s obiai a.geiicy· prd~idih~ case wo~k servides • · 
·; ' ; ~ : : • ' j i : ' : l '.. j ' r 
New Cas~ - tiahe bdt befo~~ attsriBed tb by tha sbo141 l~~bbi 
concerned, 
Current Case - case under treatment by the social agency 
concerned. 
Case Committee -group of volunteers and/or social workers 
organized for the purpose of discussing cases in 
order to assist in their diagnosis and treatment. 
Case Load - number of cases under treatment by one social worker 
at any one time (or period of time). 
Case Record - all information recorded regarding a case col-
lected together to form one unit. 
Case Register - see Central Case Register, 
6. 
Cas~ Superviso::::> - pei•son responsible for the work of a group 
of case workers. 
Case Work - individualized treatment of bases~ 
' 
Central Case Register - social agency prcividing a c~ntral index 
to the case reo ords of m~mbet> agencies in a commun.1 ty. 
Client human being forming part of a case. 
Close a Cas~ - cease tb record evidence of and maintain contact 
w;. th a case. 
Di~gno~~i ~ i~tempt to ~rrive at as exact a definition as is 
possibl~ of a given base. 
Fipa~' di~&DQ~i! ~ last diagnosis before treatment commences. 
Diagnostic Procedure - course of action followed in diagnosing 
cases. 
Face Sheet"" form with 'Glanlrs to be filled up mainly with the 
identifying data of a case, generally placed in a 
prominent posit:i.on in ·bhe case record. 
Family set of re:Latives living together, 
Foll~-up- maintain contact with, without treatment. 
e Full Case ~.e2ort·- writ'ten statement of all available data 
regarding a case, in analyzed and classified form. 
Household - group of people living together in a common dwelling 
and with a commo~ budget. 
Index Card - card wi t;h blanks to be filled up mainly with the 
identifying data of a case or a client; index cards 
are filed in .such a vvay as to provide an index to 
all the case records of a social agency. 
Index Sheet - form w:i.'i;h blanks to be filled up with data provi-
......... ~----
ding an index to a case record. 
aocsptance of cases for treatment, 
7. 
Interview ~method of securing information through a profes-
sional conversation with a client or his associate. 
PJB$nostic Interview - interview with the purpose of 
d'iagn os is • 
Identifying Interview - interview with the purpose of 
se6uring personal identifying data only. 
investigation (of a case)- all forms of inquiry into the facts 
of e. case, 
M$ans Test - examination of the financial resourqes of an 
applicant for treatment as a basis for the intake 
of the applicant concerned. 
Medical History Sheet - form with blanks to be filled up w1 th 
the medical data concerning a client. 
Need~ Standard - definition of need in relation to the treat-
ment objectives of the social agency concerned. 
Objective Data (of a case)- actual facts regarding a case 
uncoloured by feelings or opinions of the social 
agency or social worker supplying them. 
Psychiatric History Sheet - form with blanks to be filled up 
with the psychiatric data concerning a client. 
Record see Cas e. Reo ord. 
Register - see Central Case Register. 
Service - see Social Service. 
Social Agency - body organized for the purpose of performing 
social work. 
Scope of a Social Agency - sphere of agency activity as 
defined by its types of cases 1 types of social ser-
vice provided and area in which agency functions. 
Social Case Work - see Case Work. 
$ oc 1~1 D 1agpos fs - ·see Diagnosis • 
Social gv;idence - facts used in arr1 wing at a conclusion in 
social d iagn os is • 
8. 
,Social Experience (with a case) - feelings and opinions regard- . 
ing social contacts with a case. 
Social History Sheet - form with blanks to be filled up with 
data concerning the social relationships. of a client. 
Social Service - type of treatment provided by a social agency. 
Social Welfare Agency - see Social Agency, 
Social Work ~ all activity on the part of social workers 
towards: (a) the correction or prevention of abnor-
mal circumstances, and (b) the amelioration of 
average practices or the raising of current norms. 
Social Worker - person qualified through special education 
and/or experience to solve problems arising in the 
field of human relationships. 
Summary Sheet - form with blanks to be filled up with a summary 
of the facts, events and treatment of a case. 
Treatment - activity based on diagnosis towards treatment 
objectives. 
Treatment Objectives - the complex of ideal social relation-
ships, as contrasted with the actual social 
relationships, to which an agency or an individual 
social worker strives. 
9. 
Chapter III. 
THE METHOD AND PROCEDURE USED IN COLL:SCTING DATA 
A. Method. 
The methods of investigation included the use of sche-
dule, questionnaire, documents and observation. 
Three forms were designed for use in obtaining the data 
requiredt Form A, Form B and Form a. 
Form A was designed to obtain certain purely adminis-
trative data r~garding social case work agencies in Johan-
nesburg and to be completed either by the administrative 
head of the agency concerned or by an investigator. Only 
in a few instances was it possible to obtain these data 
from official records. Where records were consulted first, 
form (A) was checked with the administrative head of the 
agency concerned, as official records proved to be fre-
quently out of date, 
Form B was designed as a schedule to be completed by 
a skilled investigator in an interview with the case super-
visor of a case work agency. 
For convenience, case work was divided into the 
following sections: Intake, The First Interview, Inter-
views Generally, Investigation, Use of Central Case Register, 
Relations with other Agencies, Diagnosis, Plan, Treatment, 
Follow .... up, B,ecording and Research. 
' Under these headings the data desired were selected on 
the bFt s i s of ~ 
(i) their value in solving the main problems -for 
this purpose certain dummy tables were con-
structed; 
10 
(ii) their value in successful interviewing- certain 
quest! ons, probably not' amenable to. stat is tical 
treatment proved to be so wound up with the sub-
ject that ·they ware included for the sake of 
smooth interviewing) 
(iii) their availability in reliabl~ form - certain data 
were obviously available; other data, of doubt-
ful availability, were checked by test questions . 
to social workers. 
The schedule was constructed for; easy completion during 
interviews, rather than·for use in analysis. It was realized 
. 
that the nature of the questions demanded active collabora-
t i on on the part of the 1 n t e rv 1 ewe e • To stimulate common 
interest on the part of the interviewer and the interviewee, 
the schedule was written out in the form of definite questions 
in the order in which they might arise in a discussion. · The 
in terv1ewee would the):'} be able to understand the process of 
c omplet1ng the schedule, taking. a live interest not only in 
theanswers, but also in the questions themselves. 
The remark column was included: 
(1) to record any- very recent cha):'}ges or changes eontem• 
plated in the near future; 
(ii) to record any important relevant data not covered 
by the questions; 
·(iii) to record any- explanations the interviewee might· 
wish to have rae orded. · 
The experience gained in two test interviews was used tti 
drawing up the final schedule. 
• 
.. ~· 
11. 
Form C was designed as a questionnaire to be qompleted by 
soc,ial workers attached to case work agencies. Where the 
schedule asks for factua.l.data. on case work as performed under 
existing circumstances, the questionnaire asks mainly for the 
case worker's opinion as to how ease work should be performed 
under. ideal circumstances. A few simple factual questions, 
of importance mainly as a check on the schedule, were also in-· 
eluded. 
The data des ired ware selected on the same principles as 
t):lose of the schedule. 
The questionnaire was constructed in suen a way that 
n~arly all g_uesti ons requ1rad to be E;l.nswered either 'yes' or 
'no-'. Questions were placed in the same order as in the sche-
dule~ again to facilitate answering. A remark section was 
included in order to-s-timulate ·response and to facilitate ·the 
answering o:f · ryes 1 or 'no' to ethical ques t1 ons. 
The questionnaire was tested and rephrased after discus-
sion with a small group of case workers • 
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(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(c) 
lhos tl:.o .A(;oncy accept as clients all persons defined under .A{4)! . 
• • •• • • 
Can tJ:a .Agency maintcdn th~ dusirdd stondo.rd of work on this basis? 
•••••• 
lhas 't:w Aguncy • in ordor to mcl.ntain tho d.usirvd standArd of V~Crk, 
li~it its intoko? ••••• 
If inta::;a is limi tad, do:;;s tJ1.~1 a.ccopt.:::l1CO <b:f nn applicwt f'or 
traa.tmont dctpOnd on: 
1. raco:1 ••...... · ........ , .....•. 
2 • l'lat ion ali t~r? ••••••••••••• " ••• 
3. ·roli:',;ion? ••••• , •· ••• · •••••• .' .-.: 
4. priority of ·applic[.~tio:n?' •••• ; . 
~. n<Jodo ~tan~as? ............... . 
Ibds :t;>.o Ago;.1.cy o.ccopt direct tipplications b~r a cliont or his 
o.sso cia to a? .. • • • • · 
(f) Iboo t~:~o .:\goncy ace (Jpt 1ncliroct. o.pplico.tions by ,Pr()f~asio:c.pJ"~ ;-
- . __ tn~.a;re.Jtad ~aganeias or porsono? ••••• 
li• lirot Intorvio~o 
(ill) Is tho information obtainod at a first intorvi,JTn 
1. id<JD.tif~ring? u 0 1 • 
2. diagnostic? ... -;.·.·.· . . . 
Is t::w client roqltiro·d· to coroploto an o;pplication form? ••• •• 
\ih.ich staf':f.,.m,na'bor( o) if!./o.ro in cliorgo of :firot interrviows? ( •••••• 
( t •••• ' •• f ~ •••••••• ! · ..... ~ .... !.• • ' •• ~' •. ~ .• .~ •••. ~ .~ .~ ~· ~ •. • •. • •.•• -· •. • .• .• •.•. • .• ••••• 
I~ t:.1u f'-rst d.i~:O..Ostic 1nt-;J:rv1ui7, no a !~onoral rulo, :·wld.: 
(b) 
• {d) 
1. in t~1o cliunt t n oun !tomo? . • • • • • · 
(a) 
2. 11.\ t:.1u A~o11.cyl o o:f'f'ico? ••••• • ~ · · 
Aro firot int·,Jl"V'i(Trrs, wJ o. gcl'niJr~·· l-ulo, ~rn.ngod by t"lppointmontt 
•••••• 
•!L Intorviowa p.onorally 
(a) Are office intel"'Views 'li7ith clients, as a g&naral rule, arranged by 
appoint~~nt? ••••• (b) Jhvs t:w Agflney' SOt, asido C(:Jl"tai~'l spuci:f'ic poriods as cons'\llting 
. . ..-·- -hcrtlrs7 • • • • • (. •. • • • • ~ ~ • • · ~ • • • , • • • • • • • ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ • • • • ! • ~ ~ ~ ~ • • ' • • • ~ ~ • ~ ~ • • • {_c) Vn&n• 'llll.at condition~ aro of!ico intol"Viuwa hold a.s roga,rdsl • 
. l.(i) room(s) sllaro(l with a.u.t •••••••• ,5. sonitary arrangomonts? 
( 11) room( e) sharod m t:::.. e1icn\ts? • • • • • . • •••• 
(iii) so'l.:ind? ••••••••••••••••••••••~··••.6.(1) waitir.g room? •••••• 
2,(1) f~.rnituru? •• ~~~·;.~~.~ •• ~ •••••••• ~ (ii) mirl~or? •••••••••••• 
( ii) hoaring? ••••••• ; ~. ~ ~ ••• ; ••• • •• ••• (iii) pcr1odicels? ••••••• 
3. lighting? •• ~.~ •••• ~-~·~.; ••• ~.~ •• ~. 7. othor?( •••••••••••••••• 
4. vonti1ation! •••• ·.;·.~.· ••• ~ •• ~ ••• ~; (~••••••••••••·••••••••• 
... ,.. - ' ... , .... ,. . .. . . . ..... 
Schio 
II• Investigation 
( n) Is tho Agency COl'lcernad irl. tM 
1. t:-.p l~ .. sto:"'"··' of its· cas'•s?.. ·, 
_ _, ,J.J. .... "' ........................ . 
2, the prest:mt. circumstances of its casos only? ••••• 
(b) noe~ t):lO ~cncy, as a m-.1.tt?~~. of routine, vori:f'y data b7 rooans of: 
1, d.ocumont~? ••••••••··•••••·• 
2. othur. social agonci(JS? ... • • 
(c) Doas tho .Agency contact. o.a o. mat tor of routino, 1:' rolova...'"lt and 
available l 
1, rolntivos, first dogroo? ........ 
~·other rolo.tivos? ••. , •• : ••. ~ ••• ~. 
3.; frionds? •• • ~ •••• ·• • ·-. • -. ·• · •• ·• •••• I 
;4, prosont ~'J.Oighbors? ·• ·•• ·~ •. ·• • 1 •• 
5 • for.mor noighbors? • •• ~ •• ·• ~ ·• ~. • 
6• prosc:nt omploy;::rs? •. 1 ·• •••• ~ ~ • 
7• formor omploy;:1rs? • ·• ·• •••••••• • 
8 • pl1yoi ci o,i1.S? ••••• ·• · •.•• ·• ; .••••••• 
9. hospi tDJ.s? •• o •••••••••••••••• 
10. policu? .• ·• • ••• ~ •.••••.••••• • •• 
'11. toacihors? ••••••••.•.•.• ·• •••••••• 
12 • cl u rgymon? • • • • • • • • • . •••••••• • 
13. prasont landlords? •••••••••• 1 
14. formor la.11dlords? •••••••••••• 
15·, courts? ••• , •••••••••• ·••••••• 
1
16• larr~lurs? .•••••••.•••.••••••••• 
17. t rndo m:non? .•• , •••• •' ........ • •••••• 
18, otl1or ogo:n.ciQs? , ••••.• , • ••• = ••• ( •••••• • •• -.·.· ............. ."._ •••••••••• ( ...... ·4\·~···~·····1······--····························-··-··-·········· 
19. ot~.1or sourcos? ··-·• ~•):••-•·•·-~·· ( •••• · •• ·······••••••.•.-·~~·········· (-•••••••••• {41····~-····,_-.,: ••••••••••••••••••••••••• · •••••••••••••••••• 
(d) Dews tho .Agoncy givo ~dol T-(ligllt to .-my of the n.bovo sourcos? 
••• 1 • ( undc-trl i no) 
L Uso of, Ons.o Rogistor 
. New case,sl 
(a) Does- t:ia Agency eon tact. the Register: 
1. as soon a€J id,U1J.tif'y:tng data. aro mo.ilo.ble: 
( 1) by telap.ho~e? • •••• 
(ii) by post? •••••••••1 
2. after tJ.:.a first diagnostic interview: 
(i) by telephone? ••••• 
( 11) by post? • , • , ••• •.;, 
3, nover? .••••••••••• •, • • '• ~ 
(b) Doos t:1o .Agoncy contact all_othor agoncios reportod by tho 
Rugistor to know tlla caso? • • ••• 
(c) A:r(J tho ng~::sncios c0ntactod soloctod on t:lo basis oft 
1. tho no. turn of tho ourvico thoy provide? • • ••• 
2. tl::.oir da.to of rogist1•ation? ~ ••••••••• ••..... · 
3. on £Ill:" o tJ1·Jl1 bn.si s? • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ( ••••••••••••••••• 
<·········~·······~············~···~···························· (d) Which stnff-mombor( o) is/ c.l.l•CJ rosponsiblo for con:actinc thu ::togis-
tar? <•••••••••••••••·~··~···~·•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Qp-rro:nt ,case~-
(e) Doas t:1o Agency contact t~1c:J Ragistor: 
1. at reguJ.al· intervals: 
(i) by t~lo]J!.1ono? •IJ••· 
, (H) by post? .• ...... • ... 
· 2. only in spo,cial circumstnncvo: (. • •. • •••••••••••••••• •. • ·., ••• · •• -.. 
I ( i' by tel&.J?l'l.Ono? ••••.•. ! ( ii by post? •••••.•.••• • -
I 3. novor? •••••••••••.•••••• 
(f)' Which ~taff-rc.cimb•Jr( s) ia/v;c;:J rosponsiblo for co•1tacting tho Rogiet-. 
tor ? ( • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .• • .• • ••••••••••••• ~ •• -~ •••• ~ •• _ ••• ~ ••••••••••••••• 
Form :S(2) 
DlAR!:s. 
Sch. 
YJ.a iolp.tiont! wi,th Otlwr Agonoh~~1 
( <J.} Iboo t~10 Agency eontnct ot:.ur cgnncion rogularly: 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(a) 
(f) 
(g) 
1. in ordor to obta.in objoJctiv'J cW.ta. nbout o. givon cliant 1 ••• ,. , •, 
2, !n ord, 11' to obtain t:.1oir aocin.l u:\."J?c.Jlioncu nit~.:>. o. givon cli(mt? 
••••• 
3, in ordor to OO.:.opor0-t11 in. traa.trr.unt? ... ~ ••••••••••••••••• : ..... 
4. in ord.or to 3p0nta.."'l.ooual~r givo. infor-m.'l.tion· whiC:l:l migllt bo of '1_1.<)0 
to Dnotl;.or ogoncy! ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••.•.• 
Wh.icl.l 1-;.Jncioo (if W.'lf) aro~ .prim...'ll"il:r eonta.ct•:Jd for tl1.:~ purpoao ofl 
( !l) l,' .......................................................... . 
(o.)2.t .~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
(a) 3. 1 ( , •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
(a) 4. 1 ( •••••• ~ •••••••• t •••••••• • •• • •• • •• • • • • • •• • ·• • .• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
:Sy \'i.1iC:.1 otl1or ogOllcioa ia t;:),(l llg<lncy primo.rily co:1to.ctod for tlla 
oo of: 
I 7 ( •••••••• ~ ••••••••••• ~ •••.•.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 ( ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••·•••••••••••••••••••••• (a 3.? <•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••·······~·············· 
(a) 4. 1 ( ••• , •••• • ••• • • • • • • • • • ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ' • • • • • • • • • 
Does t:1e Agency coiii.nro.nicate with otl1ar age•1.cias about a cli(jntl 
1. directly? ••••••••••••·•·•••••••••• 
2.- through tha cliant? ••••••••••••••• 
3~ tbrough ot~tor int(jrmodiarios? •.... ( •••••••••••••••••••••••••• ) 
Ihoa tho .AgoncJr rofuso information to anot1tor aguncy whon: 
1. tY.;.n otl:ica.l dopond.ability or sta...."'lding of tho onquiring ogoncy 
is not dofini toly lmom1.? •. • •• 
2. it~ 1nqu.iring agency refuses to give tl:a raason for requtisthg 
infornation? •••••• , •••••••••• 
3, tha inquiring ago::;.cy w1 thholds ad.oqu.a.to in! ormation ~'l.ich t:1o 
.Agancy baliOVfjS to ba. important fo~ so curing t~1o data r(iqu.astc.fdt 
•.........••.........•....• ~.. . 
Doas t?.1o Agoncy in a ruport to a.not~or agf.mey givo informatio:::-11 
whicl: is of 1mportaneo to a M.l undorst&'1.ding of t:1o easo, but 
mig:l t prov 0 harmful. to o. cl i.J:~.t: . 
1. m:.(_)n t7.:.~ ~~cond ogoncyt s sta.r.~dal"ds aro ncc,J:PtabloT • •. •, 
2. ~h(m t:.w soeond ng(J::cyt s atru1.dtl.r_ds aro '0:1~':£\0";-:::? • ••• ! ••• 
~. ·o;lwn tho sooo:~d aeoncyt s stm::dD.rds oro do'\.,:btful? ••••••• 
D;>cJS t:::.u .Agoncy lllO!::o its rocords mn11nblo to social wor~:en1•s in 
o ~l1.llr ogm:c!o.s I 
1. alweys? •. • ••••• o ••• •••• ••••••••• 
2. onl3r in spocific in:Jtnncos? •• ••• ( ••••••••••••••••• , •••••• •• •• )r. 
YI! • 12iognosis 
(a) ~us t~.1.0 Agu:1.cy for tho pu.rposo of di~10sis con.sid.or a.s 'Unitt 
1. t:1.0 individ.UD.l? ••••o 
2. t;:.:J :f'~il;rt ••••••••• 
3. t~a houaobold? •••••• 
(b) ?.o.s tho Agoncy ~1Y sto.nd.D.rdil·::d outli:i.u o'! a :f".:ul easo rrlpOrtl 
.ti•i •• .. (J,..2) 
(c) Ro.s tho Ag(Jncy on;r provisio:l tor t.:Juporn.ry tr()atm(J:;.'l.t until 
diagnostic procod'I.UtO 1u;;.s boon fully eomplotodT ••••• 
{d) lias t~e .Agency any Uma limit w1 t:'l.in wllicl1 d.iagnostie !'1'000~---­
~t be ~letedt ••••• 
{.} lbft the rospons1-il1 ty for final diagnoeie of a caso rost •.11 t.hs 
1. tho social workot in chargo of ti1o 1nv~gat1on? ••• •• 
2. a caeo suparviaor? •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
3, a ca.sa oommi ttuo? • •• •• .......................... •• ••••• 
4. M;)' othor porson or gro"~J.p of poroonst •••• o •••••••••••• ( •••••• ) 
(, •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 •••••• ) 
(f) Whoro diagnosis is in tho hando of.~ cc.so c:omr.Uttoo, aro casos 
pfOSOi.'\tod. 't7J . 
1, t:.o social iW>rkor in cl1argot •••• ••••• •• ••• 
2. tJ.-.~.o cas.:: supervisor? , • •••••••••••••••••••• 
3. any ot:1c·r porson or groupo'! porsonst ••••• ( ••••• ~ •••••••••••• ) 
(g) !bus tho Jgoncy pariodically roviow_, aa a mattar of roiltino, casoa 
-undur t roD:t~nunt? • • ••• 
If so, w.aat poriod 1~ a11o11od to \1lapsq botwoo:.11 . . 
1, initi~l diQgnonis and first ravio~ <••••••••••••••••••••••••••' 
Q • .. ·- •. , ) 
Jorm :1(·31 
xm&mm:s •• 
Sch, 
VIII, Plnn 
(B) 
('b) 
(c) 
E£l..,'l 'tho Aguno~r lo.id dow :!J1Y ga3:1CJrru :f'orr.~a expressing its 
treatment objectives? ••••• (A-3) 
I!! t:1o JgenC'!/ in its treatm\mt o1?J.C)etivos trpocificall,- ocmcernud. 
wit!lt - ,, . ' 
1~ food? ••••••••••••• 6~ rocroation? •• ~ •••••• , •••• 
Z, eio tl1i11gl. ~ ••• , • ., • 7 • eut turo? •••••• • ••• • •••••• 
3, housing1 •• ,,...... a, human rolationShipst ••••• 
4. m~d.ical caro? •• ••. 9, ineomat ,, •••••••••••••••• 
5, oducation? •••••••• 10. othor? ••••••••••••••••••• ( ...................••. ) :~···········~·················> 
Eas tho Agancy laid doWA anr moaiJ·~~ablo objoctivo fori ' 
1, food? ••••••••••••• ~~4 6, rocroation? ••••···••••••• (~9) 
2, .elothing? ••••••••• ~5 7, eulturtJ? ••••• •••••••••••• (~10~ 
3, ~usingt- •••••••••• A-6l s. huoan r~lctionshipst ••••• (A-ll 
4, modicol cnro7 ••••• ~7 9, income? •••••••••••••••••• (4-12 
5, oducation? •••••••• (A-8 10. othorf ••••••••••••••••••• <················~·····> ( ••..••...•...•........•.•••••• ) 
(d) Is/ axe tl10 person( s) responsible for diagnosis also S'$8poneible foP 
pla:.'lning traatm~mt? • • • • • · . . 
It not, w'bo is? ( •••• •• •• ,·,. •• •• •• •• •• • ·••. • • · • •• ••••• • •• • • • • • • .......... 
(s) ~as tJ.w .AgEJncy discuss its plan of troatmont \lith othal' ~os 
dae.U.:n.g with t11o easoz 
1, aJ. 'vays 1 •••••• , ••• , •••••••••• ·• •••••• 
2, only in special ciraumstmtcon? •••••<••~•·•·•••••·.~··•••••••••••> ( ••••...........•....... ~ ........•••.•...........•...••.••.•..•• ) 
(f) Doos tho .Ago:.tcy diocuas its plan of troa.troont with tho cliant(s) 
conoeeneda 
1. &lW&fSf •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
2, only in special circumstanoas? ••••• 
(g) In casa of rofuscl. of a cliant to aeeapt tho troa.tmont planned, 
&as tho ~oncya 
1. a.ttor~t to <mi'orco its trcatmont! •• ••• 
2. rcodl:f';r its pla:.1.t •••• •••• , ......... , ••• 
3, wi t~ldr..l-.-r from traatmOilt 7 ••••••••••••• , 
(a) Is/are t~.te perso:.t{ s) responsible for car~.ri:ng out traatrnant the 
as thos(if rosponsiblo for plDltniM treatment 7 , •••• 
If not, l't10 is? ( •...•.•. , ....... w •••••• ~ •• : ...................... , ••• ) 
(b) 11'J:l,1cb. of the following treatme:'lt. nwt~ds dOes t~~ Ageney usei 
1. bu.dgOt ing? 
J,taaltt ~row-Jt g]~r ~auetta' 
, .... 
2, pro!Jk:)tion of physical hoa1 .. -4:~l? •• •• , 
3, pror;otion of ~tal hoal,-'h? , .... 
4, social use of law? ••••• 
5, pla.oornont in homo!J or 
in~t1tu~1ons? ••••• 
6, Rlacomont in omplo~mtf ••••• 
7, aftor-caro?( •••••••••••••••• ) ••••• 
a. od~ationT ••••• 
9, protootion?( •••••••••••••••• ) •• , •• 
10. ~ision? ( •••••••••••••• j••••• 
ll. othor? ( •••••••••••••••.•••• ••••• 
( . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... ( ......•.....•....•...•... 
, .... 
••••• 
• •••• 
••••• 
••••• 
• •••• 
• •••• 
••••• 
• •••• 
•••••• 
••••• 
. .... ' 
• •••• (c) Is troatmont givon: 
(4) 
1. on tho Jgon~'s prQmiaos? ••••• 
2. in tl~ cliont's o~ homo? ••••• 
lbos tho ~o:~oy periodicoll~' rovio\1 1 tn troa.trno::.t as e. mat tor of 
1'0Ut1no7 -. •••• 
If oo, ftlat in tho JDaXimurn poriod ollowod to olapso botwaon such 
rov1owst ( •••• , • , ••••••••• • ••••••• • ........ • ••••••••••• •-• •••••.•••••••• ) 
form J to 
-------- - .. -
-L lo\J.pv.up I 
(a.) 
(~) 
(c) 
(4) 
(e) 
(f) 
(a) 
I)) as the .Agency, a.s a matter of routine, follow up ltaaas DO longer 
under- traatmontl 
l 
I 
I· 
1. wlUm. a el1ont r~sas trea.tmont7 •••••••••••••••••••••••·••••••·· 
3, when tho Aguncy rofu.sus to givo :fUrthor troatmont? •• , •••••• ; • •• 
3, w}HJl'l a eliont mmts to maintain contact with tho Jgoneyt •••• , , , 
4, Uhon tho Agone,y Tinnts to maintain eontnct with a el1outt .• , ••••• · 
lbos tho )(;oncy closcJ a c.Asut 
1. -rn.ton a cliunt ro:t'usos tr<Jat1Jl0nt of!orod by tho Agone~. ••,., •• 
2, r.h\Jll a cliont cn."'l no lo:1.gor 'bu dofinod undor (A4) • though 
't1n."lting furthor troatll!fJnt1 , •••.•••••••• ! ••••.•.••••• ,., •••• ~ ••• • 
3, mton ll cliont diosf •.••• " ••••••.•••.•••• 0 ••••••••• 0: •.• . • •.••.••• 
•· whun t:1o Agone-; no lor.gur provid•Js t~1o ao:rvico rcio~M~rod! ••••. , 
5', wnon D. cl1.:mt goolJ to nnot~1or O{~oncy7 , ••, • •, •., ~ ~~. •,,, •, o o,, 
6. m1on ti1u llgo:1cy rofors a cliont to anothvr tlgOl'1cy? ••••••••••• 
7. -:rl1c.m. a cliont l!bV<JS to tlllot}wr diotrict? , ......... ~·••••••••• 
Rp.s t}l.:J .Ag0:1cy any stMdtlrds roln.ti!1g to t:to q'I.Ulntity ot troatmont 
g~VO!l,t .. . . 
1. as laid do'm b (1 ..... 15)? ..... · . . . 
2. as unnritton polio-;? ......... ·• ( •••.••••••••••••••••• ~ •••••••• •• ,) 
- ( ..•.........•.....••...... ~ •.......•.....•.••••••..•....•.• ,.)) 
:E~s t~w .Ag(l':J.c7 nny standards relating to the n'W1bor of casas per 
SQC1al uor!ool"~: · 
1. a.s laid. dorm il'l (.A,..l6)? • ••• • · . 
2 • a.s 'l'llwri t ton ·pol i cyf • • • • • • • • ( ••••••••••••• • • •• • •••••••• • • • • • •) 
A~s t:1o .Agdnc~r VIJ.Y standards rC:Jlat1n.g to the llumbcir of Ti sits par 
social workvr: 
3:. as laid do'tTA in (Jt...l7)? •••• ~ · 
a. ao Ut.i.'\'tri tton policy? ~ •••••••. ' •••••••••••••• t .................. , 
lra.s tho .Agoncy any standnrda relating to thu num'bor of int<Jl"¥'10'i11 
por oocia.l ~r:~or:· · . · · · 
1. ~s laid do1m in (~18)! ••••• 
2. as U:.'l'llritton policy? •••••••• ( ••••••••••••••••••• o o o. o •••••••• ) 
Ibos the Aganey usa any o! tho following recording f'ormsl 
1 • .Application form? • ••• • •.• ., • , •• , , (.._a,) 
2. Facu $1vut? •••••••••••••••••••• (~21) 
3. Indi:Jx Oaro? ••••••••••••••• , • • .. .lh-22) 
4. l!.odical Sis tory Sl.t()<Jt? ••••• ~... ~23) 
5. Jsychia.tric Eieto~r Shout? .... • .A,:.24) 
6. Socio.l !istory Shoot? •••••••••• (~25) 
7, Ind.:sx Slwut? ••••••••••••••••••• (,A;-25) 
B 1 Summa:ry Stwot? • •••••• • •••• , • • • • ( J..27) 
Is c:orro spcnctoncot 
1. in torl oeNu d m th ·tho · toxt? , • , •• 
2, :f'ilod c.onaocutivoly? •-~···· ••••••• 
3 ~ fil.:Jd 1n any o t:.or _ mannor? • ••••. ( • ••••• , ••••• , ••• •. • ••• ••. •. • ,) 
Dbos_t::..:.,, Ag~.me::r uclu&7.pmo4!c S\lrr!!la.rtos in its rocari:f ••••• 
lhos t:1o J.gonc7 Clli'lwrol\tin.tn in its ~N.i~ llct~ dit!ot"H:lt 
typos e'! ca.sci s 7 • • • • • (. • •••••• • •• • • ••••••••• • •. • • •. • .•• • •• • • •. • •. •) 
(a)· Dooe tho ~eney molro its roeords aYailnblo ~ol 
1. stud8:1ts ongagod in l'Qs.Jarclt projoctst • , ••• 
2. ot'horG l'Jngq;;ud i:;~ scial1tifie projoets? • • • •• 
3. tho public? ••• ~ o ••••••••••• • •••••••••• ,., • ·•• 
(b) Xavo tho .Ago-.o.cyt a rocords ovor boon "U.SSd :f'or rosoa.reh p\U1X)sas? 
. . . . . ( ........................................................... •i ( •••.••••............. ; •.............•.•.•...........••..•...•...•• 
<···········································~······················ ( ••...••..•..•.....•.....•.•....•..•.•...•...•.•....••••.•.••••...• ) 
Jol'm J(5 
IIV.AlUCS. 
RESEARCH DHO STAlWARDS OF SOCIAL WOP..K. 
Dear Sir/I~adam, 
(Social 6ase Work Section) 
C/o Department of Social Studies, 
University of the Witwatersrand 
Milner Park, 
JOHANNESBURG. 
31st July, 1945. 
I should be very grateful for your co-operation in 
a research project into 'St-9,ndards of Social Work and their 
relation to Co-ope!"ative Planning'. The study is being 
carried on with generous financial assistance from the National 
Research Council and Board. 
You are kindly requested to complete and return the 
enclosed questionnaire, which refers to methods and procedures 
in Social Case \~Vorl{. In ansv.rerine; the questions contained 
therein you are giving us your opinion as to how Case Work 
should be performed, under ideal conditions, j_n the type of vmrk 
in which you are engaged. 
All questions should be answered either 1yes 1 or 1no 1 , 
unless otherwise specified. Where your opinion is doubtful 
the ansv.rer 'yes 1 or 'no 1 may be qualified in the 'Remarks' 
section. Questions v.rhich you cannot ans"r~er at all may be left 
blank. 
We are concerned with y6u in your capacity of 
professional Soci8.1 Worker only, so ths.t you are known to us 
only by number and not by ne,me. 
Trusting that your co-operation will be forthcoming, 
I shall be very glqd to receive ym.Jr completed questionnaire 
before 18th Aue-ust, 1945 •.. 
Yours very sincerely, 
L. Arnold. 
Note: You will be invited to a discussion of some of the problem 
contained in the questionng,ire: at a meeting of the Case V'lorkers 1 
Sub-Committee of the Social Workers' Associ~tion soon after all 
complete:d questionnaires h::1..ve been returned. 
Sch. No. l'oftl C(a) 
l. Intaka o'f Social A;:ancit:ts 
(~J ~hot'lld a:.1 ~ancy acC8)t as clhmts all parsons falling ;;it:::in t:1u scopa 
of t:Hl D.gllncy, ~Vcl:,i. tJlOl'lg~l t:!i s m~Ms <:t lowor sto.nd.ard of Yror1-:? 
• • • • t f • • a : 
(b~ Should. an vgoncy 1:1 ord,.::l• to .riwil'ltail1 t:·h, dosil .. ·Jd standard of T~or:~ lirni t 
it@-' int::~.~o to suC:1 a. nur.fo;:;r .. ;~s c~ b.:J- c::.1.rud for aduqu:.,.taly? • •.• • • l ••• 
(d) If inttC::o is limit:.Jd, shoUld o.ccrJpta.nco of <J,n a:pplicu.nt for trrjatn:nnt 
d(Jpund on 
1. rr~cu? 
2. nc.tionali t~r? 
3. l'dligion? 
4. · prio:..~i ty of :>.:pplic..:\tio11? 
5, nu .. :ds ;:;ta."'l.dardo? 
~----------------------------------~------------~~-----------~--------··-··-·4 
lGM . .'u~!St 
·-·· 
II, First, Inter-deus mt:1 Clients 
(a) $1o'Uld infoi'm!•.tio:l obta.1nC1d at t:~1.e first i::ltervifJW ":1i t}l a clia11t 
ge11orall~r 'b<J 
1. id.untifyin,g? 
2. diagnostic? 
(b) $1ould. cl:hmts bi..i NquiNd to OOli!1)l•)t<t t11.oir om1 application forms, w...-:-wtl 
tnoy aro ca.pablo of doi:1g so? 
(c) 
(d) 
e 
Shottld t::.0: staff-mumbur 11'1 C::.~.rga of u. first :tntarvio"?T b1;, 
l • .a tro,inod soc11:'1l wor!:ur? . 
2. a clor1::? 
:3., a::J.y ot:1u:.. .. porso::i? ( spocif:;r) • • •••••••• •,. • .. , ••• •. ~ ••••.•••••• • • ••. 
S:.:ould t:·w first diagnostic i:'lturvio·:r, .. t:J.S ;;~ t;.J:'l..JT<~l rulo, bo }l.uld 
1. i:1 tl".cJ cl iv:-1 t I g Oi"r.'l l'-Ql:lt:l? 
2. i:w. t:l·:J ae;.mc3rl s offico? 
III. Int(jrviaws Ckt:·wrallY 
(a.) Sh .. o·uJ.d offico int.:.~rviows wit:1. clionts. as a g~n<Jrd rulo, bo arr~.ng.;,d 
by appointmunt? 
(b) Sllo'Uld a soc1~ rrorkor set aside curtain. spocific n•:rioC' i <-:.3 r"r··"~ErJ.lM.ng 
••••• 
••••• 
••••• 
.... ·-
••••• 
••••• 
••••• 
••••• 
••••• 
••••• 
••••• 
••••• 
••••• 
••••• 
••••••• 
:lOur::;? "•.••.•" 
(e) Ib you consid.·:ir t:w conditions 'I.:L"'ldor >111.1c:1 you co~duct o:f'f"1c<.l 
intu:cviovs satisf~>ctocy as r.:1gD.rds 
1. privacy? •.•. •.•.•. 
2. furnitUl·ot ••••• 
3. tignti~;t ••••• 
4. vont1lat1onf J••••• 
5. S!:.ni tary c>rrang.JII\(Jl'ltst · ••••• 
6. ~-;t.\1 til1g room? •• • •• 
7. otL'~ar? ( spoci.f~r) ••••• • •••• • •. • ••••• •• ••• • •••••••••• , • ••••••••••• •4• , , • •. 
~------------~-~---~----------~---~-~----~~-----------~~--~~---~ 
~·rA:BZSt 
I 
··-t •• 
f 
: .. ' 
i •• 
' J 
I 
f 
I 
I 
I L. I 
t_ •• 
' 
'· j.. 
I . 
l· . I •• i .. :!l . 
l , .. 
• •• j·· 
, .. 
I 
, .. 
r·· 
Sell. 
xy. Jnves,ttg'atig,n, 
(a) .A.ra you, in investigating a cn.se, concernad mailily \71 tl1 
1. tha J.J.istory of' tl"J.Et co.so? 
2. tl:.<J pr(:jso:1t circwastancos of tllc• case only? 
· ··{b-} Shci\lld a social workur alw~:ws, c.s a. rr..:~ttor of rout in~:, varii'y data., 
(c) 
•;i:lo:\ovor -oo ssibl~ 1.. by IWMS of 
2._ by moo.ns of 
documonta? 
otl1ur sochu agonci.:Js? 
'tnl.icl:. Qf tho :follorring sou.rc.Js of inform2.tion should be~ 
an inVIflstigation, as n ma.ttor of rou.tino, if' a.vailc.tblu 
1. rolr>.tivvs 1st dogro8? - · ... ... 
2, othQr rolntivus? • .. - ... 
3. i'riunds? .. ... - ... 
4. prosant neighbors? ... - -
-5, f'ol'D!Ur noighbors? .. 
6, prnsun·t omployors? ... ... 
-7, formor omployars? ... - • 
a. phyaici~~s? . - - - -
9. ho~it::us? - - - - -
-10. polico? - - .. .. 
-11. to~cihurs? • - ... ... - - ... 
12. clorgJ7mor.t ... .. ... - "" - ... 
13. proo~:mt l~Tld.lorda? - - - -
-
14. forrn..ur lo.ndlords? - - - .... 
15, courts? .. ... - • .. 
-15. lo;:;yora? ... ... - ... ... 
17. trnd.osmon? ... - - - ... .. .. 
18, ot:wr cguncios t~rJ.t.ll=-NtJ dc:1;.U.t vrith tl1u casu? 
contactod in 
... .. .. 
-
.. 
.. 
- -
-
.. ... 
- -
.. 
- - -
... 
-
• 
- - -
- - -
- -
- -
·- - -
- - ·-
.. 
- -
- -
.. 
- --
- - -
.. 
-
.,.. 
(eel) Ib you, in your work, give special 
If' so, ~~darline in the abova 
Sl10eial 71Cight. 
we1g:1t to any of tl1.a a.'bova so'lll"ces? 
11 st t:10 se sources to whicl1 you gi vo 
A.ro thoru a;zy souxcc:s. :clot. on 
a ma.ttor of routino, if availabl..:J7 
tli.o a.bovo list, vt:.1ich ~rou. co:1tact a 
If ao. spocif~r tll'~JS(J,: ••••.•••••••••••• : •.••••••••••••••••••• , ••••• ' 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
~----~---------------------------------------------------------------------
mlMA.iZSI 
·-·_,.._...._ 
( s,) SlJ.Ot~d. an af'.:r~.cy eo1~tnct tho R:lgist(;r 
1, as soo11 as id:E:.tifying date. a.ro avo.ilablo 
( i) by post? 
( ii) by tolo:;>~10:.1o? 
2. n.ftor tho first di!~gnostic intorviow 
( i) by post? 
( 11) by tolophono? 
3, nov<jr? 
(b) Should a."'l t:.guncy conk,ct ell othar ogor.c~on rep')~t~d by tho Rogistor 
. to h10i7 tiJ.(J CD. SO? 
{c) Silould tho c~onc1os co:ttnctod 'be scln:;tod on t:·w l-v.sio of 
1, tln lto.turo of ~h.o sorvico ·~J.1cy provido? 
2. t}wir d.ato of rogi ntra.tion? 
3. 011 ~1y othor ba.aio? ( spocify) .• ••. •• •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
(d) Should tl:o porson co11tacti~'Jg t:ta Rogi atar roga.rding a now oa.so 
1. tho social >.orl:or in c!.1argo of ti1o.t co.so? 
2. :lome ot::ur por~on opuchllly app()b.tod for tho purpor.n? 
J'orm C(3) 
• • • • • 
••••• 
• • • • • 
. . . ' . 
• •••• 
!I' ••• ~ 
~ ... ~ 
' .... 
••••• 
••••• 
f •••• 
••••• 
• f ••• 
••••• 
••••• 
•••••• 
...... 0 
•• 01)("" 
•••so 
••••• 
••••• 
e e. I • 
...... 
~·· f~' U:O 0 .... 
;>· 
Y'e • • 1 ( ( . 
r 
~ 
tJ 
z~ .. 
,, 
~ 
~-:. 
~-· ... i,i i .... 
ll' 
I 
! . ' .. 
'; 
.~ , .... 
lj ~ ~ .. 
~i •••• 
~···· 
r::: 
li •••• 
~ ... . I, .. .. 
n ... ... 
"' ~I • • • O·j • 
E "6. 
~ ... 
/;Us& of Cantral Case ~gistar 
'· 
~r.ant CasfJs& 
Sell. lfo. 
I 
Ji'onn 0(4) 
),:~ 
~· 
(o) S.:otlld an agoncy- contact tho Rogistor rogardbg C'Url'fmt oasos 
1. at roc_~u.lar intCJrvals 
(1) by post? 
( ii) by tolophono? 
2. o11ly in spoci~ cireumstancus 
(i) b? post? 
( ii) by tulop!1onu? 
3. nov.:Jr? 
( :f') Should th:J purso:1 co:1tactil'l6 t}lo !l.ogict'Jr roge.rding a current caso be:: 
1. ti:o social workor in cl'l.,.".l"go of that ens,::? 
2. sou;;, ot:.,or poraon spucie::uly nppob.too. foi· t:1\J purposot 
----~------------~~~---~---~--~----~--~--~~~--~~---------~---~-~~ 
• S:lOttld. o.n t:·{~o~•cy cont~et ot:~"~:r -~(Jl'lcios rugu.ltll'ly 
j ..••. 
••••• 
••••• 
••••• 
••••• 
••••• 
••••• 
1. in ord.::r to a·otr.'.in obj\)ctivo d•,tc, ribout a giv.:~n clh:nt? , .... 
· 2, ili ord~Jl" to obtr.d~'l. tl::..:.: soc1r:J. u:x:pJrio:'lcv of otl1c:r og~Jncios wi t21, 
a. giv,;J.1 cliunt? •••,, 
3. 111 ord.;;l• to eo-opfJrP.tO in truo.tmol1t? •• • .. 
4, in ordllr to givo inform:;tion i1l-liC:1 -::,r-;;· b'1 of uso to a."'lOthor 
~o:1cy. but llc:•.s riot bocci. spc:ci.':'lly ns;,:.-:d for? • •• •• 
(d) Should ~:. ngoncy com:!unicnto ·dth otl1o1• ~-.. •:'lci(JS ubout 1:. cliont 
l. diroctl~-? 
2. through tho cl i•n1t? 
3. through otr.~.CJr intol"'U<Jdir'.l'ids? ( spucif'r) •• •• •••••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
(o} S11ouJ.d C\lt f'D(Jl"le}· rufuso il'lf'orm!'ltion to C':.10t::wr ngcn.1.cy 
1. wlw:1 t:10 othiccl d·:rpond.c,:bilit3' or st.::-.:1di:~ of tho in~irir.g 
••••• 
••••• 
• •••• 
t. d . 
!l: .. 
·~'· ... . 
~ ... '' 
.... 
:_"\ 
~ •••• t 
if:• •••• 
t:i 
:;t .••••• 
I 
.• .... . 
m····· ~. 
-a 
I 
~ 
i ~· 
~ ' 
~-· .... 
!• ~· 
•••••• t· ... . 
~-.... . 
[f. 
.~oncy is Mt dofinit·:l; ~::10\7:.1 1 ...,...... ., • • • 
2. u::w;::. tho 1nquirir.g r:{.;r.J:!cy ro:fus;Js to givo t1:o rotJ.sons for 
rc.!q:1osti:1g i:1:fOnnntio::? { • •• • • • • • ••• 
3. u!~ .. o:.1 th<J inquiring r.>.€;0:1cy ":ii tlil1olds ~.du'qlmto 1nform~t1on wh1ch 
thu fil"st Clb0~1c~· boliO"."<::o to bo importr>;J.t foJ.• soo'l1r1~ tho 
dr~ta. ro quostod? 1 • •. • • • • • • •· 
(f) Should an Cl[:;ency in a report to aJ.'\other ~(fnc:r give 11\forrJ.!El,ti()•t, wbic:1 
is of inport~~nca to a fUll understc.'ldi~ o'! tlle case. but w:110:1 :ni:;ht 
prove ho.rrnful to a. client 
1. r.filEi::l t:.:.<J socond ogoncy' s 
2. wi.l.on tlw socond rgoncyl s 
3, -;v.:wn t:1'1 sucond r:>,g011C;)'' s 
stn.ndnrds 
st nnd.E-;.1 ds 
stt'.ndr.rds 
o.ro nccopto.blot 
unb'lom:J.? 
c1.o ,.l b t f'uJ. ' 
(g) S:1o11ld. M ~·,_:::G:.1cr n1rJo::, its rocords nvn.ilro~1lv to socicl m>rl-:ors in otl1or 
cgoncir~n 
1. rW.weys? 
2. onl;.r in spocif'ic insto,~1cos? 
'11!-_______ ... _______ ..,. ...... ..--.-..... -------.. --------... --.. --............. ,.._.._ .. ____ ................ --...... 
.. , ... .... ,. 
••••• ••••• , ..... ••.•• 4 
••••• •••• 
• • • •• •••• 
VII. Sodd Di·.'f;.'l.osis 
(a) $J.ould a.:.1 ag(j~1C? :Col1 t~la pur:pose of diagnosis consid.e:i.' a.~1 1:u:lit 
1. t~'.:e i::ldivid·u.a.l? 
2. th'ij fair:.ily? 
3. t:1.:1 :10u.sa:1old? 
(b) Ib ;/ot"- co:1sider it possi'blG to sta ... i.dardizC:J t::.a out'li:KI of a full case 
riJ"Dort? 
C c) 
{d) 
(o) 
If so, can :.:·ou attaC::: to this qnestiom1airc: a.r., outlino of a :f.'\'11 
carv: l·,9ort tlliC::1 :'o,.J. conoitiur sili tablo for G.):i.(!ru.l uso? 
SJ.lo::;l d. :..n c~:·Ji.":c}· U.."1durkQ::.: t.:m±>ort:U"J trcJ::.\tL1u::.: t 'b'':forr: die.g::o st ic 
proc.-.:du.:c··: ha"l 0(J.:::"'. fully cmnpl ::'~ud? 
&nould an DG·:m~r llaV'..: a. tir.KJ limit Wit}J.in 'iliC:1 diognostic procoduro 
must bo coreplotod? 
ShoUld r.:Jsponsibili t~· for final diagnosis of a caso rost with 
1. tho social wor:.::or in churgo of tho inv.:.:stig.::~tion of tlw cnso? 
2. a case sup5rvisor? 
3. a case cor1:'i t tae? 
4. any ot~1er persor. or gro1.1p of persons? (specify) ••• • •••••••••• 
······················~······································· 
(f) Wlwra i'i:1al diagnosis is in t}:!~ hands of a corrr.1ittEJo• S:;.ould casas be 
pros~Jntod to ti.1at cor::rdttao by 
1, t:-;.o social ·;-:ror::Jr i:-:. &:.argo of tho invostig:ation. of tho casot 
2. a cw3cJ S1J.rNl•visor7 
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B. Procedure for collecting Data on Asency Practice. 
Selection of Agencies. 
Official records gave a total of 41 agencies in Johannes-
burg engage~ mainly in case work in the natural environment ·or 
the client, i.e., outside institutions, Further preliminary 
enquiry into the activities of these 41 agencies resulted 1~ 
the exclusion of 7 agencies from the list of case work agene1es. 
on the following grounds: 
1·. Government agency, officially unable to give the re-
C!Uired data, 
2. Agency not functioning at present. 
3. No paid or unpaid qualified social worker employed; 
agency only assists financially mainly aged people 
not eligible for Old Age Pensions, owing to the 
present law relating to residential qualifications. 
4. Agency not doing case work, mainly assisting homeless 
men by giving casual assistance. 
5, Agency mainly engaged in referring cases to relevant 
agencies; gives.small amount of casual assistance. 
6, Agency could not be found. 
7. No case work done; legal assistance only given O'n 
means test basis. 
The administrative heads and ease supervisors of the re-
sult 1ng 34 agencies were all interviewed with the object of 
oomplet1ng forms A and B. These interviews resulted in the 
exclusion of another 7 agencies from the final list of agen-
cies to be surveyed, for the following reasons: 
1. Limited amount of investigation, since circumstances 
of families are known .to the 'visiting sisters'; 
no files or records kept; function mainly g1virig 
of casual assi~tanoe. 
2, No paid or unpaid qualified case workers employedJ 
although one worker does case work unof.f1o1ally. 
3. Only financial assistance supplied on the basis or 
office interviews; cases referred to other agencies 
for treatment. 
4. Object of agen·cy: 'to g1ve charity and charity only'. 
13. 
5~ No case work dona except in connection with institutions 
q~ No case work done except 1n connection with institu-
tions; other oases referred to another agency. 
7. Most. oases referred to another ag~ncy for investigation 
and treatment; only financial temporary.aid given, 
usually on the recommendation of other agencies. 
The number of case work agencies for which forms A and B 
have been completed and used in the enquiry is therefore 27. 
Approach. 
In general the agencies concerned were approached as fol-
lows: 
(i) A letter requesting co-operation and explaining the 
project was sent to the administrative head -of the agency con-
earned. 
(ii) This Wa.s followed by a telephone call to make appoint-
ments with the administrative head and case supervisor of the 
agency. 
(i11) A skilled 1nvestigat or_, thoroughly familiar with 
forms A and B, then ccmpleted these forms during interviews 
at the agency. In some oases form A was left at the agency's 
office to be completed by the administrative head of the agency, 
wher.e administrative details were not readily available • 
(1v) The 1·nterv!ews for form B took from 1! to 4 hours 
and in some oases ware spread over more than one interview 
pari od. 
(v) 1 Relevant dbcuments war.e collected as far as possible 
during irlterviaws• . 
(vi) The investigator recorded; immediately after each 
in tarview, the condi tiona under which the _interview had taken 
piacie; especially noting the place and duration of the inter-
view~ interrupt1o~s; the ease or difficulty with whioh ques-
tions were answered and the attitude or the interviewee towards 
the study. 
14. 
This approach was modified in some cases, depending on 
the agency concerned, 
tac ts. 
Response. 
A latter of thanks concluded all ~on-
Although the final response of all agencies investigated 
for forms A and B was excellent, certain initial difficulties 
presented themselves, W1ich should be mention~d: 
(i) First Contact: For the first 4 interviews a direct 
verbal approach was made by the investigator to the administra-
tive head of the agency concerned, without the official letter 
requesting co-operation, In two of these interviews this 
; proved a definite mistake,. and all further interviews wer-e pre-
, 
, ceded by an official letter, Several agencies requested the 
investigator to leave form B for them to study before the inter-
; view took place. This request was not acceded to. 
(ii) Interpretation of project: In some interviews the 
investigator had to explain carefully and at length the object 
of the study before the desired co-operation from the inter-
viewee was gained. One interviewee, for example, did not con-
sider her agency to be doing case work in the sense in which 
the term is employed in Johannesburg. This interviewee pointed 
out consistently that social work as perfo1~ed at present 
1 ought to be completely overhauled, with an entirely new ap-
proach'. Another interviewee insisted initially that her 
agency did work 'in the missionary spirit I, and was not inter-
ested in case work procedure. An other was of the opinion that 
research of this nature was useless as long as social work was 
done under the capitalist system. 
Some interviewees, in agencies unable through lack of 
funds and staff to perform their work as desired, had great 
difficulty in distinguishing between the actual work as per-
formed by the agency and the manner in which they thought the 
.. 
agency should be r~n. 
(111) Time. of Inte:r-111ew:l: Frequent interruptions causing 
breaks. in some interviews and general overwork and lack of 
time_ on the part of the interviewees also proved considerable 
hand1oaps.:that ~ad to be overcome .by the-skill -of the investi--
gator. 
(iv) Specific Questions: ·· Certain difficulties in answer-
ing speoH'ic quasti()ns will be mentioned below .• 
Editing. 
Conferences between the investigator who carried out the 
interviews and the present a:uthor were held a:rter each of the 
first 4 interviews and thereafter after •ach third interview. 
During these conferences the questions 1n each schedule were 
checked with themselves ·:and w1 th 1nformat1 on from other sources, 
Three second interviews were arranged to clear doubtful ques-
tions. . F~nally all schedule-s were carded for use 1n analysis. 
All .schedules were completed and a·dited between July 1st, 
1945, and August 31st, 1945,. 
·-
--~-. :·.; ,·: ,; . 
c. Procedure.f6r coliecting riat~ on Sbcial_Worker OP\rt1on~ 
.. -_,._.-
·:".: ··.· \, 
' ' . 
A list of _:;;~~p&al case wotke:tis was COU1Piled from form A 
to. include all full-time social workers. employed by the 
. . - . . 
27 .,i9_g.ericfes investigated.,_ ~nd whose mafn ·au ties were likely 
.... ·, __ 
to tnvo~ve cas~ work, ·,· The total number ·of social workers 
thus selected was 129, 
Approach, 
These social workers were approached as follows: 
(i) A questionnaire with ·a covering letter explaining 
the object of the study, giving simple instruction for 
answertng:the questioJ!naire and pointing out the confi-
dential rtatui'-e of the enquiry, together with a stamped 
addressed r6turn envelope, was sent to each ~bcial worker, 
{ii) This was followed after one month by occasional 
verbal follow~up contacts with workers easily available • 
...:~_( tU.) After 6 weeks written follow-up notes were sent 
to all those who had not yet responded, 
(iv) At the end of two months one social worker was 
contacted by telephone in each agency which employed one 
or more social workers who had not yet retu!-ned the 
questionnaire, 
(v) At the end of four months a fresh copy of the 
questionnaire together with a follow-up letter was sent 
• to all those who had not yet repliE:'d, The follow-up 
letter requested social workers who were unable to com-
plete the questionnaire to state briefly their reasons 
' therefor, 
• 
17. 
Response 
The final response, six months after the first ques• 
tionnaire was sent out was as follows: 
Number of completed questionnai~es received . . . . . 
Number of questionnaires cancelled . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Number of questionnaires to which no response 
71 
44 
was received •••••·················•••••••••••· 14 
Questionnaires were cancelled for the following reasons: 
Social workers no longer employed in case work (13) . 
. Social workers not.engal)ed in bona fide case work (20). 
Social workers unable to co-operate becausEfthey were 
Government employees (9). 
Social workers reported lack of time (1). 
Social workers returned a blank questionnaire (1). 
The completed questionnaires represent the opinions of 
social workers employed in 22 out of the 27 agencies inves-
tigated. The 5 agencies from which no worker had returned 
a completed questionnaire were all virtually 'one-man' 
agencies, so that the case worker, being at the same time 
case supervisor, had already been interviewed for forms A 
and B. Enquiries from other case workers intervie~ed as 
oase supervisors indicated a certain amount of difficulty 
in distinguishing between the schedule interview and the 
questionnaire; that is, between the policy of and the 
methods actually employed by the agency concerned and the 
opinion of the social worker as independent professional 
social worker. 
It was estimated that the questionnaire took from li 
to 5 hoursto complete, depending on the amount of thought 
the social worker had already given to the problems therein. 
Follow-up enquiries indicated that many workers required 
to seriously consider all the questions involved. In 
18. 
fol~owing- ·~P the interest and importance of tne study was 
stressed; ·rather than insisting on speedy replies. 
Editing. 
A small number of replies in certain questionnai~es 
had to be rejected where it was clear that the social 
worker was not stating his own opinion but merely men-
tioning agency policy. This was only done, however, where 
the social workeris misunderstanding of the question was 
unmistakable. 
All questionnaires were received, edited and carded 
for analysis between lst September, 1945, and 28th FebruP~y, 
1946. 
19. 
Qhapter N 
NOTES ON STATISTICAL PROCEDURE. 
In analysinB the data obtained use was made of the 
Standard Error Formula. The following is an example of 
how the formula was applied, 
Data: 
(a) The following question was put to 27 Family Welfare 
Agencies in Johannesburg, the reply being recorded on a 
schedulet 
"Does the Agency accept as clients all persons falling 
within the scope of the Agency?" 
25 agencies replied 'yes' and 2 agencies replied 'no'. 
(b) The following question was put to 71 social workers, 
employed by Family \lllel fare Agencies in Johannesburg, the 
reply being recorded on a questionnaire: 
"Should an agency accept as clients all persons 
falling within the scope of the agency, even though 
this means a lower standard of work?" 
21 social workers replied 'yes' and 50 social workers 
replied 1no 1 • 
.. 
The group of 27 agencies under (a) includes all agencies 
engaged in family case work (in the clients' own homes) in 
Johannesburg during July, 1945. The responses, as recorded, 
give us in themselves a picture of some aspects of family 
welfare work in Johannesburg at the time of the investiga-
tion. There are then 27 known responses or events which 
constitute an existent finite universe. 
20. 
We may, however, attempt to use these 27 known events 
as a basis for scientific generalization, so that conclusions 
drawn frorr;them have a wider basis than the accidental circum-
stances of.welfare work in Johannesburg at the time of the 
investigation. 
The response of each agency is dependent on a large 
number of small fac-tors varying. independently of each other 
from agency to agency. Generally the type of response ob-
tained will be influence<:} oy all factors building up the 
historical background of an·agency up to the moment the 
response was recorded~ If it were possible to determine 
the nature and degree of all. these factors, the response of 
any particular agency could be forecast exactly. These 
factors are, however, innumerable, largely unknown, and 
highly complex, and it is in practice impossible to anA.lyze 
each one separately. To say, however, that all responses 
are affected by a complex system of innumerable sm11ll inde-
pendent factors is equivalent to saying that all responses 
are affected by chance and should be investigated by st9.tis-
tical methods. 
There is an infinite number of possible responses to 
question (a) if it is repe11.tedly asked in the same general 
circumstances as described above. Around the 27 known 
events we can build up a hypothetical universe, consisting 
of all the possible~sponses to the· question. This universe 
;:,· 
is infinite and exists only in imagination, but actu~=tlity 
can be given to particular events in this universe by re-
cording actual responses to the question. 
If at any time or pl.?,ce c ifcumstances arise similar 
to those under which the recorded events happened, then 
another ev~nt in our hypothetical universe comes into exis-
tence. There can be imagined an tnfinite universe of 
21. 
responses to question (a) by the type of agency described 
functioning under conditions similar to those in Johannes-
burg at the time of the investigation, ani the data observed 
then form a sample fromthis hypothetical universe. 
If the available sample is to be used for scientific 
generalization, it must give us information about this 
hypothetical parent universe. The type of sample that con-
forms to this condition is the Random Sample. A Random 
Sampl-e consists of a limited number of events, chosen from 
a. universe in such a manner that every event in the universe 
has had an equal and independent chance of being selected. 
Such a sample ie so constituted that it is possible to 
find from estimates calculated directly from it (i) cor-
responding values of the universe; and (ii) limits to the 
probable divergence between the estimate based on the 
sample and ~he true value in the universe. 
Where the parent universe is known, established 
niques of random sampling can be employed to extract a 
sample conforming to conditions of randomness, These 
techniques are, however, based on the existence of every 
event in the universe. In our hypothetical universe this 
condition does not apply and we have to take the available 
events as the basis of our sample, 
In drawing a s~mple from a known universe, established 
techniques allow us to judge to a certain extent the :random-
ness of a sampling method. These techniques presuppose 
that we know the form of the parent universe and can'there-
fore not be used to criticise the method by which a sample 
from a. hypothetical universe was obtained. 
Since our knowledge of the p~rent universe can only 
be ~erived from the s~mple we c~nnot ~ay with certainty 
that every other possibility has had an eque.l chance of 
occurring, 
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.There are, however, cert?.in grounds for supposing that 
the s~mple used in the present investigation is sufficiently 
equivalent to a random s~mple to give us estim~tes of the 
parent universe. 
The method of selecting events was such that sampling 
conditions were kept constant throug~out the investig~tion. 
The responses of all family welfare agencies in one locality 
were included in the sample.and were recorded within a short 
space of time. The probability of drawing ~ certain type 
of response therefore remained constAnt throughout, The 
investig9.tor t.ook notes, on recording each individu"\1 re·-
sponse, of .any differences or changes which might be re-
·· garded as affecting sampling conditions, 
All ~.gene 1es were approached indi vidu~?.lly. Their 
responses were recorded on a s_chedule by a skilled socfal 
investigator and as far as possible tested and checked with 
outside sources of information. 
We shall then considE?r our sample as equiv8..lent to a 
r.!:tndom sP.mple of all family welfare agencies operating 
under conditions similar to those in Johannesburg at the 
time of the investigation. 
Our sample is drawn from a universe containing yes's 
and no's only. The sample then gives rise to a binomi11l 
distribution from which the standard error can be calculated • 
. 
If p is the proportion of Yes's in the sample; 
q is the proportion of No's in the sample; and 
n is the total number of events; 
then the S.~;a~dard E:rror ·.JW. 
2}. 
Applying this formula to the data under (a) above, we 
then find a standard error of approximately 4 %; i.e., the 
odds are 100!1 that. in our imaginary universe between 85% 
and 100% of replies will be -,yes 1 • (l) 
For our purpose odds of 100:1 establish virtual cer-
tainty and we can therefore be virtually certain that:-
of all family welfare agencies, operating under conditions 
similar to those in Johannesburg, between 85% and 100% 
accept as clients all persons falling within .the scope of 
the agency. 
Applying the same formula to the data under (b), we 
can be vir~ually certain that:- of all social workers 
empl-oyed by family welfare agencies operating under con-
ditions similar to those in Johannesburg, between 16% and 
43% are of the opinion that agencies should accept as 
clients all persons falling within the scope of the agen6y, 
even though this means a lower standard of work. 
Where it was of interest to discover the divergence 
between agency p~actice and social worker opinion, the 
standard error of the difference was calculated by the 
formul::d € = \f.£8, + .Ma. • 
~~ n n 
t 2.. 
Where the difference between p g,nd p was at le::tst 
• 'a. 
2! times ~ the divergence between agency pr~wtice and 
1.( 
social worker opinion was considered significant. 
(l)F;r n (20 Fisher's table of t.was used,. 
Statistical Methods for Research Workers. 
London: Oliver Rnd Boyd, 1941, pg 167) 
· (R.A. Fisher -
·Edinburgh -
24. 
In the following tables, the figures under {P), are 
the actual values obtained, representing the best single 
estimates the data permit. The figures recorded under 
(CL) correspond to odds of 100:1, and are taken as estab-
lishing virtual certainty for our PU!P·Ose. 
In the following tables the 'weighted percentage' of 
social agencies is the percentage of the agencies con-
cerned weighted in proportion to the number of full-time 
case workers employed, so that the final figures will give 
a truer picture of social work practice as a whole. No 
adjustment was made for the weighting in calculating the 
figures under (CL) as the resulting variations were small 
compared to the original figures. 
Ih interpreting the following tables the figures 
under (CL) are used in most cases. It was found, however, 
that where the standard error was very large, so that the 
upper and lower limits established under (CL) were com~ 
paratively far apart, these figures were sometimes dif-
ficult to interpret. In such a case either the figures 
under (P) are used as being 'probable'; or a deviation 
of the actual value obtained from 50% of at least 2i standard 
error is interpreted as constituting a 'majority' or a 
1 minority 1 practice or opinion. 
• 
Chapter v. 
ANALYSI§ OF .THE DATA COLLECTED 
A'· Treatment Qbjectives. 
The following tables and remarks examine the tre~tment 
objectives of social agencies and individual social worke~$. 
It will be seen inter alta: 
1 • that for all agencies the general formula expressing 
their case work objectives could be expressed in 
terms of one or more of the following human needs: 
food, clothing, housing, medical c.<tre, educ~.tion, 
recreation, culture, and human relationships. 
2.. that of every 10 agencies more than 9 included modi"' 
C!3.l c'3.re amongst their treqtment objectives, A.nd 
9 or more included human rohttionships; that in.i. 
come W"l.s included by 8 or more of every 10 agencies; 
that more 7 of every'lo a3encies included food, 
clothing, housing and educ!:l,tion; that 6 or more of 
every 10 agencies were concerned with recreation; 
while probably about half of all agencies were con-
cerned with culture and employment as trefl.tment 
objectives .• 
3. that of every 10 agencies, probably 5 used a measur~. 
able st.<tndard for income, probably 3 used .a mea sur_• 
able stqndard for food, probably 2 to 3 used a 
measurable standard for medical care, probably 
2 used a me9.surt:tble st.and<:trd for housing and educe. .... 
tion, and prcbably 1 used a measur<:tble standard 
for human !'el.ationsh1ps; while recreation, culture 
and employment were never expressed in measurable 
terms •. 
4. that the majority of social workers, but certainly 
not all, could express their treatment objectives 
26. 
in terms of one or more of the following human needs: 
food, cl~thing, housing, medical care, education, re~ 
creation, culture and human relationships. 
5. that from 4 tp 7 of every 10 social workers included 
medical care and education amongst their treatment. 
objectives, from 3 to 6 included food; housing and 
recreation, from 2 to 5 included clothing, human 
relationships and income, and from 1 to 4 included 
culture amongst their treatment objectives. 
6, that of every 10 social workers probably 2 used a 
measurable standard-for housing and medical care, 
probablJr 1 or 2 used a measurable standard for food, 
clothing and education, probably 1 used a measurable 
standard -for-recreation and income, and less than l 
used a measurable standard for culture and human 
rel,::ttionships. 
' I 
•,' 
Table 1. 
Treatment Objectives in 27 Agencies 
Weighted ( 1 ) 
Percentage 
p(2) CL(2) 
(a) Agencies that were; in their treat-
ment objectives specifically con-
cerned with 
1 • food , , ..... , ............•• • • . • 88 
2. clothing •••••••••••••••••••••• 87 
3. housing ••·····~·········•••••• ~ 
4. medical care •••••••••••••••••• 99 
5. education ••••••~··•••••••••••• 89 
6. recreation ••••••••••••····· ••• 76 
7. culture • , ••• , ••••.••••.• • • • • • • 61 
8. human relationships ••••••••••• 97 
9. ·income •••••••••••••• , •.•. 1.1.. 90 
l01 other (employment) ••••••·~···~ 61 
(b) Agencies that were not specifically 
concerned with any of the object-
ives under ( a ) ••• 1 • , •••••• 1 • 1 ••••. 
(c) Agencies that, in their treatment 
objectives, had laid down a measur-
able standard for 
0 
1 • food ••.....•.••.....•. , , • . . . • . . 31 
2. clothing • 1 ••••••••••••••••• 1 1. 0 
3. housing ••• , •••••• 11 •• 1 ••••••• 1 18 
4. medical care ··~····~···~··•~·· 25 
5. education ••~••••••••••··•··~·· 20 
6. recreation ••••••···~···••••••• 0 
7 .• culture , •••••.••••••• , • • • • • • • • 0 
8. human relationships ••·•••••••• 14 
9, income ••••••••••••••••• 1. • • • • • 51 
10. employment ••••••••••••••• 1.... 0 
72-100 
71-100 
71-100 
94-100 
74-100 
56- 96 
38- 84 
89-100 
76-100 
38- 84 
0- 3 
9- 53 
0- 3 
o- 36 
4- 46 
1- 39 
0- 3 
o- 3 
o- 31 
27- 75 
o- 3 
Number 
20 
19 
18 
26 
22 
16 
12 
25 
20 
14 
0 
3 
0 
3 
5 
3 
0 
0 
1 
9 
0 
(l)In all tables the wei5hted percentage of social agencies is the 
percentage of the agencies concerned weighted in proportion 
to the number of full-time case workers employed. See also 
chapter IV. 
(2 )The figures recorded under P represent the best single estim-
ates that the data permit; the figures recorded under CL 
are the cautious limits amounting to virtual certainty. 
See also chapter IV• 
Quest, No. 
(a) 
(a)lO. 
(a)9. 
andlO. 
Remarks on Table 1. 
Nearly all agencies had laid down some general 
formula expressing their treatment objectives. 
28. 
Several agencies spontaneously gave 'employment' 
as a treatment objective. It will be seen 
from table 2 that individual social workers did 
not give any treatment objectives other than 
those mentioned in question (a). 
Income and employment are really secondary 
objectives, as their value depends on the 
food, clothing, ~o~sing, medical care, 
education, recreation, culture and human 
relationships for which they can be ex~ 
changed. 
(c) In one agency measurable standards for food, 
clothing, housing, medical care, education 
and recreation were being worked out at the 
time of the investigation. 
Table 2. 
Treatment Objectives of 71 Social Workers 
(a) Social workers that were, in 
their treatment objectives, 
specifically concerned with 
1 • food ••. , •. , ....••.• , ....... . 
2. clothing •••••••••• 1 • , ••• 1 1 
3. housing ••••••·•••~~•~••••• 
4. medical care •••••••••••••• 
5. education ••••••~~~·~•··~·· 
61 recreation •• 1 •• 1 •••• , •••• 1 
7. culture ~···•~•··•·•••••••~ 
81 human relationships •••~•~• 
9. income ••• 11 ••••• 1 •• , •••••• 
10. other •••••••••••••••~••••• 
(b) Social workers that were not 
specifically concerned with any 
of the above objectives •••••• 
(c) Social vmrkers that had laid .down 
in their treatment objectives a 
measurable standard for 
. 1 • food •••• , ••••••••• , ••• , ••• 
·2. clothing •••••••••••••••••• 
3. housing •••••••• , •••• , •• ••• 
4. medical care •••••••••••••• 
5. education ·~~··•·••••~••••• 
6, recreation • , • , . 11 ••••••••• 
7. culture •••••• 1 •••••••••••• 
8. human relationships ••••••• 
9. income •••••••••••••••••• 1 • 
10. ·other ••••·•~•·•••••••••••• 
Percentage 
P CL 
47 
38 
45 
57 
53 
47 
24 
32 
36 
30- 64 
21- 54 
28- 62 
40 .. 73 
36- 70 
30- 64 
10- 39 
16 .. 48 
19- 52 
30 . 14- 46 
15 
15 
19 
19 
15 
9 
4 
4 
13 
3- 27 
3 ... - 27 
6- 32 
6-· 32 
3 ... 27 
o- 19 
o- 10 
o- 10 
2- 25 
Remarks on Table 2. 
Quest. No. 
Number 
of 
Number Replies 
not 
Recorded 
25 
20 
24 
30 
28 
25 
13 
17 
19 
0 
.16 
8 
8 
10 
10 
8 
5 
2 
2 
7 
0 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
{a) Approximately half of all social workers had laid 
down a general formula expressing their treat-
ment objectives. 
A comparatively large number of social workers 
(approximately~) did not reply to the questions 
concerning treatment objectives. It seems prob-· 
able that their replies to these questions would 
be in the negative, but this possibility has not 
been taken into account. 
30. 
Remarks on Table 2 (Cont.) 
Quest. No. 
(a)9. See remark under (a·79 on table 1. 
(a)lO. No other treatment objectives were mentioned, 
(b) Of the 16 social workers that stated that they were 
not specifically concerned with any of the object-
ives mentioned under (a), 10 gave a general formula 
expressing their objectives in treatment. These 
follow verbatim hereunder: 
1. "My main treatment objective is positive health 
(i.e. preventive health)". 
2. 11 (a) The supplying of urgent needs when neces-
sary. (b) Encouragement of persor1 o-r family 
to make the best out of a situatiorl. and them-
selves co-operate hopefully on the basis of 
faith in God Who cares and can help". 
3. 11 (a) In approaching cases my ~"'irst aim is to 
5. 
· give what material aid is absolutely neces-
sary: such as food, clothing etc. 
(b) Secondly the exploitation of all unde-
veloped economic possibilities is my aim. 
(c) The most important step come~ last; that 
of ~lannins, in the widest sense, for those 
members of the family tha.t are the grown-ups 
of tomorrow 11 • 
11 Each case is a sepfl,rRte personality and no 
two personalities can be treated alike •. 
The only aim is rehabilitB,tion of the case"f 
"Programme of treatment_based C'n medical• 
psychiatric and social history of client 
and each cqse is treated on its merits". 
· 6 • "To assist the client in achieving a satis-
factory adjustment to his soci,q,l and psycho-
logic.<tl environment". 
7• "Attempts to locate the avenues through which 
the unit cqn achieve the maximum .g,djustment 
vli th tl:ie minimum of external assist11.nce". 
8, 11Rehabili t11.tion of person( s) concerned to 
become independent. Aim is to help people 
to help themselves." 
9. "M&t aim 1 s to adjust childreri to society, 1. e., 
to train them to control their ~ocial rela--
tionships in such a way 4s to bring; satis-
fA-ction to themselves i:\nc1 to others, I 
Rttempt to do this, by :reasoning ~nd discus~ 
sian and never dogmA-tically; i.e~ t . I e.ttempt 
to make them aware of their responsibility 
as members of society" o 
I . 
I 
I 
Quest. No. 
(b) 
(cont.) 
(c) 
31• 
:Remarks on Table 2 (Cont.) 
10. "Very broadly speaking, I consider· the ~bject 
of tre:-~tment to be that of en~.bling the 1n-
d1viduA.l or fA.mily concerned to ~ttr:t1n a 
decent standard of living. This will in-
volve readjustment or rehabilitatidn, 
Unfortunqtely, one agency is seldom able 
to do this, it c~n at best attack only a 
small part of the problem and its work con-
sist~ of patching up." 
Some social workers remarked that standards for 
medical care, education, recre!:\tion, culture and 
hum"'tn relationships were not moasur~ble, ·that 
the standards should alwA.ya be adapted in accord-
ance with available resources keeping as near as 
possible to the ideal. 
. I 
32. 
B, Intake. 
The following tables.and remarks examine the intake of 
social agencies and the opinions of social workers on this 
subject, It will be seen inter alias 
1. that mor,e than 8 of every 10 agencies accepted as clients 
any person falling within their scope. 
2. that lees than 2 of every 10 agencies limited intake 
within their scope for the purpose of maintaining the 
desired standard of work, but that constitutional 
policy often included certain limiting factors, in-
cluding race in probably about half of all agencies, 
needs standards· in less than 3 of every 10 agencies, 
nationality in less than 2, priority of application 
in 1 or less, and religion in less than 1 of every 
10 agencies. 
3. that of every 10 agencies that did not limit intake 
within their scope.as laid down constitutionally, 
more than 6 could maintain the standard of work they 
4. 
desired, 
that of every 10 agencies 6 or more maintained the 
standard of work they desired, with or without limit-
ing intake. 
5. that from 6. to 8 of every 10 social workers were of the 
opinion that agencies should limit intake in order to 
maintain the desired standard of work. 
6. that of every 10 social workers 8 or more were in 
f~.vour of using needs st.qndards as a basis for the 
limit.qtion of int.qke, less than 4 favoured us.ing r!:'tce 
or priority of application, <:tnd 1 or less favoured 
using nationality or religion as a basis for the 
limitation of intake. 
. ·~ 
_:: 
Table 3• 
Intake in 27 Social Agencies 
(a) Agencies that accepted as clients all 
persons falling within their scope 
(b) Agencies that could m&intain the 
desired standard of work without 
1 i m 1 t i ng intake , • •••••••••••••• , , 
(c)'Agencies that limited intake in order 
to maintain the desired standard of 
work •••····•··••i•••••••••••••·•• 
(d) Agencies that maintained the desired 
standard of work with ~r without 
1 im it ing intake • i •• i ••••• , ••••• • • 
Weighted 
Percentage 
P CL 
95 84-100 
83( 1 )64-100 
5 o- 16 
77 56 ... 98 
33. 
Number 
25 
14 
2 
14 
(l)Percentage of the number of agencies accepting R.S clients all 
persons fallfng within the scope of the agency, 
Quest. No. 
( c ) 
Remarks on Table 3. 
Of the agencies investig:'l,ted, two limited their 
intake within their scope, in,order to maintain 
the desired standard of work; neither of thes~e, 
agencies limited th~ir intake to the extent of 
actually maintaining the desired standard of 
worJ:c. 
• 
Table 4. 
Ql2inion on Intake in Social Agencies 
Replies of 71 Social Workers 
Afflrmative Replies 
Percentage Number 
P CL 
34. 
i. 
Number 
of 
Replies 
not 
Recorded 
(a) Should an agency accept as clients 
all persons falling within the 
scope of the agency, even though 
this means a lower s.tandard of 
work? ••••.•••••••••. •••• ..••.•.• 30 16- 43 21 0 
(b) Should an agency in order to main-
tain the desired standard of 
work limit its intake to such 
~ number as can be cared for 
adequately? •••••• , • , ••••••••• , 70 57- 84 50 0 
Quest. No. 
(a). 
(b) 
Remarks on Table 4. 
A few social workers remarked that if a particular 
agency is the only one in a specialized field, 
then that agency should accept as clients all 
persons falling within its scope, even though 
this may mean a lower standard of work; other-
wise intake should be 11mited, 
One social worker remarked that agencies should 
accept as clients all persons falling within 
their scope, as Government recognition of the_ 
need to increase subsidies, leading to expansions, 
will depend partly on statistics relating to the 
number of clients served. 
·' I 
. ', 
I 
Table 5. 
Intake of 27 Agencies as determined by their 
Constitution and Limitation Polio~ 
35. 
Weighted 
Percentage Number 
Agencies that circumscribed intake on 
' the basis of 
1. rae e •. ·• .. , ...... c •••••••••••••• 
2. nationality •••• , •••••••••••••• 
3. religion •••••••••••••••••••••• 
4. priority of app: ication • it .... 
5. needs standards •••••• , •••••••• 
Remarks on Table 5. 
P CL .. , 
49 
7 
2 
3 
12 
25- 73 
o- 19 
o- 9 
Q.,.. 11 
o- 28 
19 
3 
2 
1 
3 
The intake of an agency is as a rule limited by the 
scope of its constitution. Table 5 combines con-
stitutional limitation and limitation of intake in 
order to maintain the desired standard of work. 
Of the two agencies that limiteJ intake within their 
scope in order to maintain the desired standard of 
work, one limited intake on the basis of race, 
priority of application and needs standards, de-
pending on the type of problem presented. The 
other agency limited intake solely on the basis 
of race. 
' .' . 
Table 6 
-~"' ;·. Opinion .on the Bas is for Limitation in Intake . _ 
., 
Replies of 71 Social Workers 
Affirmative Replies Number 
of 
Percentage /Number Replie5' 
_ not 
P CL ···Recorded-
If intake is limited, should accept-
ance of an applicant for treatment 
depend on 
l.--race1 ••••.•.••••••••••••••••••• 
2. nat 1 onali t'y?· ·. ·· ••••••••••••••••• 
3· .• .- religion? •••••••••••••••• ' ••• 
4 ·• priority of application? ••••• 
5. needs standards? •• , •.•••••••• 
23 6. ~-
5 
23 
88 
Remarks on Table 6. 
10-
0-
o-
10-
77-
',: 
36 15 
14 . ~:4 
11 3 . ::;.~ 
37 15 "" 
98 56 
The following so·c ial worker's remark is of interest: 
11 If intake is limited, acceptance of an applicant 
for treatment should depend on a good prognosis". 
6 
6 
6 
·1 
1 
'\, ' 
37. 
c. Interviewing Conditions. 
The following tables and remarks examine some of the 
general conditions under which agencies conducted office inter-
views with clients and. the views of social workers thereon. 
It will be observed inter alia: 
1. that of every 10 agencies 3 or less arranged office 
interviews with clients by appointment, as a general 
rule, and less than 2 set aside specific periods as 
consulting hours. 
2. that the majority of social workers were of the opinion 
that appointments for office interviews with clients 
and consulting hours should be introduced into agency 
practice. 
3. that in probably about half of all agencies office 
interviews lacked privacy and waiting room was un~ 
satisfactory. 
Table 7. 
Conditions under which Office Interviews 
were held in 27 Agencies 
38. 
Weighted 
Percentage Number 
P CL 
(a) Agencies that arranged office inter-
views with clients as a general rule 
by appointment ••••••• " •••••••••••• 
(b) Agencies that set aside certain spec-
ific periods as consulting hours •• 
(c) Agencies that held1 ~ffice interviews in satisfactoryt conditions as 
regards 
14 
5 
1. privacy •••••••••••••••••••••••• 52 
2. furniture • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 84 
3. lighting ·•••••••••••••••••••••• 100 
4. ventilation •••••••••••••••••••• 99 
5. sanitary arrangements •••••••••• 86 
6. waiting room •••••• , •••••••••••• 46 
o- 31 
o- 16 
28- 76 
66-100 
97-100 
94-100 
69-100 
22- 70 
6 
3 
15 
21 
27 
26 
25 
11 
{l)The conditions under which office interviews were held were 
recorded as satisfactory by the investigator if: 
1, the room(s) in which social workers conducted interviews 
was/were not shared with either other social workers . 
or clients other than· those interviewed, and was/were · 
free from other disturbances. 
2. the room(s) in which clients were interviewed was/were 
pleasantly furnished, contained suitable seating 
accommodation for clients, and was/were provided with 
some means of heating. 
3. the room(s) in which clients were interviewed was/were 
brightly lit by daylight or electricity. 
4. the room ( s) .in which clients were interviewed, was/were 
cross ventilated. 
5. lavatory and washing facilities were easily accessible 
to clients. 
6, a pleasantly furnished waiting room with sufficient 
seating accommodation and reading matter was available. 
• 
!-· 
Remarks on Table 7. 
Quest •. No. 
(a) One agency arranged office interviews by 
appointment only when the client had been 
referred to it by another agency • 
39. 
40. 
Table 8. 
Opinion on Conditions under which Office Interviews 
are held 
Replies of 71 Social Workers 
Affirmative Replies 
Percentage 
P CL 
(a) Should office interviews with 
clients, as a general rule, be 
arranged by appointment? •••••• 74 
{b) Should a social worker set aside 
certain specific periods as con-
sulting hours? • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • 75 
(c) Do you consider the conditions 
under which you conduct office 
interviews satisfactory as 
regards 
1. privacy'? •••••••••••• , • • • • • • 55 
2. furniture? •••••••••••• , • • • • 68 
3. lighting? • . • • . • . • • • • • • • • • • • 90 
4. ventilation? ••••.•••• , • • • • • 87 
5. sanitary arrangements? ••••• 86 
6. waiting room? •••.••.• • .•.... 50 
Remarks on Table 8. 
Quest. No. 
61- 87 
62- 88 
39- 70 
54-- 83 
81-100 
77- 98 
75- 97 
34 ... 66 
Number 
52 
53 
35 
43 
57 
55 
54 
31 
Number 
of 
Replie 
not 
Record 
1 
0 
7 
8 
8 
8 
8 
9 
(b) According to some social workers specific con-· 
sulting hours should only be held for clients 
that have difficulty in coming to the agency's 
office. 
.. 
(c) In three instances social workers remarked on 
unsatisfactor.y heating and constant inter-
ruptions. 
It will be seen that the opinion of social workers 
onthis ques:tion closely approximates the in-
vestigator's evalu~~~on~ 
41. 
D. First Interviews with Clients. 
The first interview with a client differs from subsequen'fl 
interviews in that the client and the social worker and agenc~ 
are new to one another. 
The following tables and remarks examine some aspects of 
agency practice in first interviews and the opinions of so~ 
cial workers on these questions, Amongst other things it 
will be seen: 
1. that 9 or more of every 10 agencies collected identifyint 
information at the first interview and that probably 
more than half of these agencies also started the pro-
cess of diagnosis at this interview. 
2, that 9 or more of every 10 social workers agreed with 
the practice of these agencies in making the first 
interview identifying, but that the majority of these 
soc ia,l workers were not in favour of starting the 
process of diagnosis at this interview. 
3. that 9 or more of every 10 agencies used trained social 
workers for the first interview with a client, while 
less than 4 used other specially trained persons or 
clerks, mostly in addition to trained social workers; 
4, that 9 or more of every 10 social workerE were in favour 
of using trained social workers for the first intervie~ 
while less than 2 were in favour of using other speci-
ally trained persons or clerks• 
5. that less than 2 of every 10 agencies required clients 
to complete their own application forms; and pro ... 
bably 4 or 5 of every 10 social workers thought that 
clients should complete their own application forms 
( a significant disagreement with agency practice), 
42. 
6.· that 2 or less of every 10 agencies arranged first 
interviews as a rule by appointment; and probably 
5 of every 10 social workers were of the opinion 
that first interviews should, as a rule, be arranged 
by appointment (a significant disagreement with 
agency practice). 
7. that it ls probable that in agency practice the cir-
cumstances of the c~se as a rule decided the place 
of the first diagnostic interview; and probably a 
I 
small majorit~ of social workers favoured the 
client's own home for the first diagnostic.inter--
. . . 
view, 
Table 9. 
First Interviews with Clients in 27 Agencies 
Weighted 
Percentage Number 
(a) Agencies that obtained information 
at the first interview with a 
client that was 
P CL 
1. identifying •••••••• ••••••••••• 
2. identifying, but not diagnostic 
3~ identifying and diagnostic •••• 
4. diagnostic, but not identifying 
97 
30 
67 
3 
89-100 
8- 52 
44- 90 
0- 11 
25 
7 
18 
2 
(b) Agencies that had in charge of first 
interviews 
1, trained social workers •••••••• 
2. other specially trained persons 
97 
19 
89-100 
o- 38 
26 
or clerks ••••••••••••••••••• 
(c) Agencies that required clients to 
complete their own application 
forms •••••••••••••••••.••••••••• • 
(d) Agencies that, .as a general rule, 
arranged first interviews by 
appointment •••••••••.•••••••••••• 
(e) Agencies that held the first dia-
gnostic interview, as a general 
rule 
1. in the clients' own homes ••••• 
2. in the agency's office •••••••• 
3. according to circumstances, 
either in the clients' own 
homes, or in the.agency's 
office .......••..........•.. 
6 0:---17 
9 o- 23 
( 1) 
(l)It appeared that in all agencies circumstances played some 
part in determining whether the first diagnostic interview 
took place in the clients' own homes or in the agency's 
office, although many stated that they would like one or 
the other, In.the majority of agencies the investigator 
found it impossible to distinguish between agency policy 
on this question and the effect of circumstances, and so 
to obtain a reliable reply. 
7 
2 
4 
-
44. 
Remarks on Table 9. 
Quest. No. 
(a) It was sometimes found difficult to distinguish 
between identification and diagnosis in the 
first interview. Identification almost in-
variably starts the process of diagnosis and 
diagnosis almost invariably includes identi-
fication. We shall call an interview ident-
ifying only, when its sole object is securing 
pers9nal identifying data and it is therefore 
not conducted with the purpose of diagnosis. 
(e) The first diagnostic interview may, of course, 
have to be conducted in other places, such 
as a court or a hospital ward, 
Table 10. 
0E1n1on on First Interviews with Clients 
Replies of 71 Social Workers 
(a) Should information obtained at 
the first interview with a 
client generally be 
l. identifying? •••••4••••••• 
2, identifying, but not dia-
gnostic? ••·•••••••••••• 
3. identifying and diagnostic? 
4. diagnostic, but not ident-
ifying? •••••••••.•••••• 
(b) Should the staff-member in 
charge of a first interview be 
1. a trained .social worker? • 
2. some other specially 
trained person or a 
clerk? tlt4ttttttttotttt 
(c) Should clients be required to 
complete their own application 
forms, when they are capable 
of doing so' ·········~····~· 
(d) Should first interviews, as ~ 
general rule, be arranged by 
appointment? •••••••••••••••• 
(e) Should the first diagnostic 
interview be held 
1. in the client's own home? 
2. in the agency's office? •• 
3. according to circumstances 
either in the client's 
own home or in the 
agency'~ office? ••••••• 
Affirmative Replies 
Percentage 
P CL 
96 
73 
23 
4 
94 
8 
45 
47 
63 
29 
9 
89-100 
60- 86 
10- 35 
0- 11 
88 ... 100 
o--16 
30 ... 6o 
32-- 62 
48- 77 
15- 42 
o- 17 
Number 
67 
51 
16 
3 
67 
6 
30' 
32 
44 
20 
6 
Remarks on Table 10. 
Quest. No. 
45 .• 
Number 
of 
Repl1e~ 
not 
Recorde 
1 
1 
l 
1 
0 
o· 
4 
3 
1 
1 
1 
(a) Several social workers remarked that they found 
it difficult to differentiate between identifi-
cation-and diagnosis, 
(b) All those who were in favour of using clerks or· 
specially trained persons, other than social 
workers, for first interviews, remarked that 
for establishing rapport and for diagnosis a 
trained social. worker was essential. 
46. 
E, Investigation. 
The following tables and remarks examine some aspects 
of the practice of agencies and of social workers in con-
ducting enquiries into the facts of cases, and also the 
. 
views of social workers on some aspects of investigation. 
It will be seen inter alia: 
1, that 9 or more of every 10 agencies and more than 
8 of every 10 social workers were, in investigating 
their cases, concerned mainly with the history of 
their cases, 
2e that a number of agencies investigated present circum-
stances only in 1routine matters', while 1 or less 
of every 10 agencies never investigated the history 
of their cases; and that less than 2 of every 10 
social workers investigated only the present circum-
stances of their cases, 
3, that of every 10 agencies 8 or more verified data, as 
a matter of routine, by reference to documents and 
to other social agencies; and that of every 10 
social workers more than 7 agreed with the practice 
of these agencies in this respect. 
4. that the majority of agencies and social workers gave 
as routine sources of information to be contacted in 
an investigationt other agencies, near relatives, 
physicians, hospitals, teachers and present employers. 
5. that there was little or no agreement amonest agencies 
or social workers as to what sources of information 
were of special importance in case work, even of 
those sources most frequently contacted, with the 
possible exception of physicians• 
Table 11. 
Investigation in 27 Agencies 
(a) Agencies that were concerned with 
1. the history of their cases ••• 
2, the present circumstances of 
their cases only ••••••••••• 
(b) Agencies that, as a matter of rout-
ine, verified data 
1. by means of documents and other 
social agencies •••••••••••• 
2. by me ans of documents, but not 
by means of other social 
agencies ••.•••••.••••••••• _ •• 
3. by means of other social agen-
cies, but not by means of 
documents ••.••••.•••••••••• 
4. neither by means of documents, 
nor by means of other social 
agencies ••••••••••••••••••• 
(c) Agencies that contacted, as a matter 
of routine, if relevant and avail-
able 
1. relatives 1st degree ••••..••• 
2. other relatives •••••••••••••• 
3. friends •••••••••••••••••••••• 
4. present neighbours ••••••••••• 
5. former neighbours •••••••••••• 
6, present employers •••••••••••• 
7. former employers ••••••••••••• 
8 • phy s i c ian s • • • • • • • • . • • •••••••• 
9. hospitals •••• •••••••••••••••• 
10. po 11 c e •• , •.•••••••• , •• , ••• , ••• 
11. teachers •••.•.•••••••.••••••• 
12. clergymen •••••••••••••••••••• 
13. pre sent landlords •••••••••••• 
14. former landlords ••••••••••••• 
15. courts . , ..................•.. 
16. lawyers •.......•.............. 
17, tradesmen •••••••••••••••••••• 
18, other agencies ••••••••••••••• 
Weighted 
Percentage 
P CL 
97 
3 
91 
5 
0 
4 
92 
49 
56 
58 
20 
71 
19 
75 
89 
33 
83 
45 
65 
8 
45 
21 
36 
95 
89-100 
o- 11 
77-100 
0- 16 
o- 3 
o--13 
79-100 
25- 73 
32- so 
34- 82 
1- 39 
49- 93 
o- 38 
54- 96 
74-100 
10- 56 
65-100 
21- 69 
42- 88 
o- 21 
21- 69 
1- 41 
13- 59 
85-100 
Number 
24 
3 
21 
4 
0 
2 
22 
12 
11 
10 
3 
19 
10 
22 
21 
11 
19 
10 
12 
3 
11 
5 
6 
23 
48. 
Remarks on Table 11. 
Quest. No. 
(a) A number of agencies, although mainly invest1gat1ng 
the history of their cases, were, in what they 
called 'routine matters' interested in present 
circumstances only. Pension administration• 
school exemptions, and immediate financial aid 
are examples of routine matters. 
(c) One agency did not carry out investigations 
'as a matter of routine'. 
See table 15 for sources of information, contscted 
as a matter of·routine, in order of the frequency 
with which they were used. 
It will be seen that probably none of these sources 
of information were contacted by all agencies as 
a matter of routine. 
Table 12. 
Opinion on Investigation 
Replies of 71 Social Workers 
Affirmative Replies 
(a) Are you, in investigating a 
case, concerned mainly with 
1, the history of the case? •• 
2. the present circumstances 
of the case only? ••••••• 
(b) Should a social worker always, 
as a matter of routine, verify 
data, whenever possible 
1. by means of documents and 
other social agencies? •• 
2. by means of documents, but 
not by means of other 
social agencies'? •••••••• 
3. by means of social agencies, 
but not by means of docu-
ments? •••••••••••••••••• 4. neither by means of docu-
ments, nor by means of 
other social agencies? •• 
(c) Which of the following sources 
of information should be con-
tacted in an investigation as 
a matter of routine, if avail-
able 
1. relatives lst degree? ••••• 
2. other relatives? •••••••••• 
3. friends? •••• , ••••••••••••• 
4. present neighbours? ••••••• 
5. former neighbours? •••••••• 
6. present employers? ••••.••• 
7. former employers? ••••••••• 
8, physicians? ••••••••••••••• 
9. hoopitals? •••••••••••••••• 
10. police? ••••••••••••·•••••• 
11. teachers? ••.••..•••.•••••• 
12. clergymen? •••••••••••••••· 
13. present latrllords? •••••••• 
14. former landlords? ••••••••• 
15. courts? ••••••••••••·•••••• 
16. lawyers? ••••••••• ••••••••• 
17. tradesmen? ••·•·••••••••••• 
18, other agencies? ••••••••••• 
Percentage 
P CL 
91 83 ... 100 
8 0- 17 
84 73- 95 
9 o- 17 
4 o- 10 
3 o- 8 
76 63- 89 
34 20- 48 
51 36- 66 
45 30- 6o 
37 22- 51 
72 57- 86 
62 48- 76 
78 65- 90 
69 55- 83 
51 36- 66 
78 65- 90' 
56 42- 71 
41 26- 55 
34 20- 48 
54 39- 68 
27 14-- 40 
25 12-38 
87 77- 97 
Number 
63 
6 
59 
6 
3 
2 
54 
24 
36 
32 
26 
51 
44 
55 
49 
36 
55 
40 
29 
24 
38 
19 
18 
62 
49. 
Number 
of 
RepliE 
not 
Record1 
2 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
- 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Remarks on Table 12. 
Quest. No. 
(a) Several social workers remarked that the history 
and the present circumstances of a case cannot 
be separated. 
(b) See table 15 for sources of information to be 
contacted as a matter of routine, in order of 
the frequency with which they should be used. 
It will be seen that there was no total agreement 
amongst social workers on any of these sources 
of information, 
50 •. 
Table 13. 
Sources of Information of Special Weight 
in 27 Agencies 
Agencies that gave special weight to 
the evidence of 
1. relatives 1st degree ••••••••• 
2, other relatives ······•·•·••••• 
3. friends ••••• , • , ••• , , , , .•.• , •• 
4. present neighbours ••••.•.•••• 
5. former neighbours ••••••••·••• 
6. present employers •••••••••••• 
7. former employers •••••·••••••• 
8 • physic ian s • • • • • , • • • • • • ••••••• 
9. hospitals •••••••·•••••••••• •• 
10. police • , .. , ......... , •... , •... 
11. teachers • •••• •••••••• •••••••• 
12. clergymen •••••.••••.••••••••• 
13. present landlords •••••••••••• 
14. former landlords ••••••••.•••• 
15 • courts ••••••••. , .•••••.•••••• , 
16. lawyers •••• , ••.•••••.•.••••• , 
17.. tradesmen •••••••.•••••. • , •••• 
18, other agencies • , , •••••••••••• 
Weighted 
Percentage 
P CL 
15 
4 
2 
6 
0 
22 
7 
57 
36 
17 
25 
30 
2 
0 
2 
0 
0 
30 
o- 32 
0- 13 
0- 9 
o- 17 
0- 3 
2- 42 
o- 19 
33- 81 
13- 59 
0- 35 
4- 46 
8- 52 
o- 9 
o- 3 
o- 9 
0- 3 
0- 3 
8- 52 
Remarks on Table 13. 
See table 15 for sources of information of 
special weight, in order of the frequency 
with which they were used, 
51. 
Number 
9 
1 
1 
2 
0 
6 
4 
18 
13 
3 
7 
5 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
7 
. 
... 
52. 
Table 14. 
Sources of Information of Special weight 
in the Work of 71 Social \lforkers 
Number 
of· 
Percentage Number Replie 
not 
p CL Record 
Social workers who, in their 
work, gave special weight to 
the evidence of 
1'. relatives· .·1st degre~ • • • 41 26 ... 55 29 0 
2. other relatives .......... 11 Qw 24 8 0 
}. friends .................... 18 7- 30 13 0 
4. present neighbours . . ...•... · ... 22 10 .... 35 16 0 
5. former neighbours · ........... -. 6 0 ... 12 4 0 
6. present employers 41 . 26- 55 ......... 29 0 
7. former employers· ........ 20 8- 31 14 0 
8. physicians 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • 63 49- 78 45 0 
9. hospitals ........ ' ...... 49 34- 64 35 0 
10. police ................... 25 12- 38 18 0 
11. teachers ' . 54 I I t t t I ~ I I I I .1 .t I I 39- 68 38 0 
12. clergymen ............. ·• 22 10- 35 16 0 
13. present landlords I I I I .• I 20 8- 31 14 0 
14. former landlords . 7 o- 15' 5 0 I .1 I I * t I 
15. courts • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 20 8- 31 14 0 
16. lawyers • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 8 o- 17 6 0 
17. tradesmen • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 7 Ow 15 5 0 
18. other agencies • • • • • • • • • 45 30- 6o 32 0 
Remarks on Table 14. 
See table 15 for sources of information of special 
weight in order of the frequency with which they 
were used·. 
'l'aD..Le ..L:::>. 
~ . _ sources of Information in order of Fre uenc ,~ 
l!1 Sources of Inform~tion ·:eo,n- ·i -sources of I!lformg.tion to be! ..!>:: Sources of Information .of 
~act~d as a m9.t~er of rout- i ..c~nt!3.cted !3.S g, matter of ! @ speci;l weight in 27 
·So .trccs .. ·o.f Information of· 
spacial Weight in the Work 
1~e ,...ln 2l.A.ezeng J:.E?.s. · ·., ~2-_ :,._ l:.Q~}._ne .ace •. ~o 71 soc. w_.__ i p:; agenc1ef?.! ______ _ 
Source p 1 Source P j 1 Source 
I I • 
Other Agencies 95 } Other Agencies 87 f li Physici9.ns 
Relatives lst degree 
HospitA-ls 
92 Physicians 78 2t Hospitals 
89 r Teachers 78 ! 3 
I 
Teachers 
Physicians 
?resent Employers 
--------------- ---...----~-~-- -
Present Landlords 
B3 f Relatives 1st degree 76 I 41 
75 I Present Employers 72 ! si 
___:_71 I Hospitals' 69 l 6 j 
- T . . ~-·---------·---r---+" 
Other Agencies 
c-lergymen 
Teachers 
Present Employers 
·---~----- ·------- ---------
Police 
! of 71 social worl}:ers 
------------r-- ·-------------- ~ ---~ ·-~ p , Source .. 
57 
36 
30 
30 
25 
l I ::t;hysic ians 
'reachers 
Hospi.tals 
Othor A3encies 
Rcl::r"· ~ves 1st dec;ree 
p 
63 
54 
-49 
45 
41 
22 Pr~ SE:-Dt Er'.ployers 41 
'f ----. -- --·~. ~--
17 J Rolic'-3 25 
i 
?resent Neighbours 
·:05 · f Former Employers 62 i 711 
!', ! 58:- ·· C"1.ergymen 56 i 81 . I .I j 1 Relatives 1st degree 15 l Q:lere;smen. 22 
Friends 
Other Relatives 
Clergymen 
Courts 
Tradesmen 
Police 
La-vvyers 
Former Neighbours 
Former Employers 
Former Landlords 
56 
49 
45 
4~5 
30 
"'33 
"21. 
·,ro. 
19 
"'{3 
~ c·ourts 
I 
I f Friends 
f Police 
t· Present Neighbours.· 
1 
I Pre sent Landlords - Former Neighbours 
t Other Relatives' 
f Former L""ndlords 
f L~wyers · 
f 
l Tradesmen 
·- ··-·- ---·---- ·-·-ttt. --
I 
54 ! 9 
l 
! 10; 
Former Employers 
Present Neighbours= 
Other Re 
! 
7 
6 
4 
~e3ent N6ighbours 
C_ou::"ts 
F.9rmer Employers 
Friends 
Qthe~ :::.elatives 
Trad3srnen 
22 
20 
20 
20 
18 
11 
8 
7 
7 
6 
54. 
F. Use of central case Register. 
The following tables and remarks examine some aspects 
of agency practice in the use of the Central Case Register 
and the views of social workers thereon. It will be ob~ 
served inter alia: 
1. that 7 or more of every 10 agencies contacted the 
Register in connection with new cases, mostly as 
soon as identifying data became available. 
2. that of every 10 social workers more than 9 were of 
the opinion that agencies should contact the Regis-
ter in connection with new cases, according to th9 
majority of these workers either as soon as identi• 
fying data become available or after the first 
diagnostic interview, depending on circumstances. 
3. that probably about half of the agencies that used 
the Register contacted all other agencies reported 
by the Register to know the case, while the other 
agencies selected the agencies to be contacted 
mainly on the basis of the nature of the service 
they provided. 
4. that the majority of social workers thought agencies 
should contact all other agencies reported by the 
Register- to know the case, the minority favouring 
selecting the agencies to be contacted mainly on 
the basis of the nature of the service they provide. 
5. that in more than 6 of every 10 agencies that used 
the Register, the person contacting the Register 
in connection with a new case was usually the 
social worker in charge of that case; and that the 
majority of social workers agreed with the practice 
of these agencies in this respect; but that 
agencies also frequently used other persons 
specially appointed for the purpose. 
55. 
6. that probably slightly more than half of all agen-
cies contacted the Register in connection with 
current cases, but mostly only in special circum-
stances; and that the majority of social workers 
agreed with the practice of these agencies in 
this respect. 
that in 6 or more of every 10 agencies that contacted 
the Register in connection with current cases the 
social worker in charge of that case was respon-
sible for contacting the Register; and that 8 or 
more of every 10 social workers agreed with the 
practice of these agencies in this respect. 
•• 
Table 16• 
Use of Central Case Register in 27 Agencies. 
·New da.s~ 
'(a) Agencies that contacted the RE:1giste·r 
1. as soon as identifying data 
were available •••••.•••• ·.:. 
2. after the first diagn6stic 
interview ··• ·· ••••.•••••• ·• ·• • ·• ·• • 
3 ~ never •• , ••• ·• ·• · •••••••• · •••.• , ~ ·~ • 
(b) Agencies that contacted all other 
.agencies reported by the Register 
to know the case •••.•.•.•••••. ~. 
(c) Agencies that selected the agencies 
contacted on the basis of 
l'~ the na turEf of the service they 
.. ; .. provided ~ ••.•••••• .- .-. •· ••• : •• 
2~ their date of registration of 
the case •.••••••••••••••••• 
(d.) Ag€lnc1es in which the person con-
t$oting the Register regarding a· 
new. case was 
1~ the social worker in charge of 
that c·aee . · •· ••.••• , ........... .- • 
2. some other person spe~ially 
Weighted 
Percentage 
P · CL 
71 
46 
16 
49-- 9:3 
22'~ 70 . 
o;.;. 34 
.At ... 
100{ 2 )94~100 
49< 2 ) 2:. 95 
56. ' 
Number 
12 
11 
8 
·8 
11 
6 
~ appointed for the purpose •• 
87( 1 )65-100 
52 ( 1 ) 20.:.. -85 
Currerit ca.·se s 
(e) Agenc.t.es that contacted the Registe-r 
~e burrent cases 
1~ at :begula.r interva.ls ••••• ;; • ·• :. 
2-, ·only in special circumstances 
3. never •••w•••••······~~···~~~~ 
(f) ·Agencies in which the person re-
sponsible for contacting the Re-
gister regarding a current case 
was 
1·. the social worker 1n charge of 
that case ••• -. ••••• • • • • • ·• • .... 
2'-• 'some other person spec 1al'ly 
appointed for the purpose · •· 
(l)Refers to 19 agencies that contacted 
(2 )Refers to 11 agencies that selected 
(3 )Refers to 15 agencies thA.t contacted 
the 
13 o:;... 29 
60 . 37- ~3 
27 6- 48 
85 (3 >ssLtoo 
41 (3 ) 4·- 78 
Register re new 
~1 
14 
12 
14 
5 
cases. 
the agencies contacted· .• 
the Register re current oases 
57. 
Remarks on ~able 16. 
Quest. No, 
(a) It appeared that ih some agencies the Register was 
contacted either immediately after identifying 
data were available or after the first diagnostic 
interview depending on circumstances. 
(c) All or nearly all agencies that selected the agen-
cies to be contacted, did so on the basis Of the 
nature of the ~ervice they provided,' probtibly 
about half of these also taking the date of regis ... 
tration into account:---
(d) In contacting the Register regarding a ca.se persona 
and specially appointed for the purpose we~e sometimes 
(f) used instead of, and sometimes in additton to, 
the social worker in charge of the case. 
Table 17. 
Opinion on Use of Central Case Register. 
Replies of 71 Social Workers 
New Cases 
(a) Should an agency contact the 
Register 
1. as soon as identifying data 
are available? •••••••••• 
2. after the first diagnostic 
interview? •••••••••••••• 
3. never? •••••••••••••••••••• 
(b) Should an agency contact all 
other agenci~s reported by the 
Register to know the case? ••• 
(c) Should the agencies contacted be 
selected on the basis of 
1, the nature of the service 
they provide? ••••••••••• 
2. their date of registration? 
(d) Should the person contacting the 
Register regarding a new case 
be 
1. the social worker in charge 
of that case? ••••••••••• 
2. some other person specially 
appointed for the purpose? 
Current Cases 
(e) Should an agency contact the 
Register re current cases 
1. at regular intervals? ••••• 
2. only in special circum--
stances? •••••••••••••••• 
3. never? •••••• , • • ••••••••••• 
(f) Should the person contacting the 
Register regarding a current 
case be 
1. the social worker in charge 
of that case? ••••••••••• 
2. some other person specially 
appointed for the purpose? 
Affirmative Replies 
Percentage Number 
P CL 
88 
66 
3 
78- 98 
52- 81 
o- 8 
66- 91 
57 
43 
2 
51 
93 ~ i ~72-100 
21 o- 54 
13 
3 
79 
28 
56 
76 
14 
87 
18 
67- 92 
15 ... 42 
53 
19 
40- 72 33 
62- 90 45 
2- 25 8 
76- 98 ~ 54 
6- 30 11 
58. 
Number 
of 
Replies 
·not 
Recorded! 
6 
6 
6 
6 
57 
57 
4 
4 
12 
12 
12 
9 
9 
l (l)Refers to 14 social workers in whose opinion the agencies 
· contacted should be selected, 
; 59. 
Remarks on Table_11. 
Quest. No. 
(a) Probably about half of all soci8.l workers were 
of the opinion that the Register should be con• 
tacted as soon as identifying data were available 
or after the first diagnostic interview, oopending 
on circumstances. 
(o) A few social workers were in fqvour of a combina-
tion of the two stated methods of selecting the 
agencies to be contacted. 
(d) In cont.acting the Register regarding a case, some 
and social workers favoured using persons specially 
(f) appointed for the purpose either instead of or 
in addition to the soci::tl worker in charge of 
the case. 
(e) Some social workers in favour· of the general prin-
ciple of contacting the Register at regular 
intervals, remarked that regular contact was not 
necessary in all cases and that in some cases 
only special circumstances warranted consulting 
the Register. 
It was also remarked that it was more practicable 
for an agency to be notified by the Register of 
the registration of other agencies. 
60. 
G. Relations between Agencies. 
The following tables and remarks examine some aspects 
of the relations between agencies and the views of social 
wo.!'kers thereon. It will be seen inter ali3.: 
1. that the majority of agencies were in regul3.r contac~ 
with other agencies in order to exchange inform~tion 
regarding their cases R.nd to co-operate in treatment. 
2. thR.t the majority of social workers favoured regul~r 
contact between agencies for the purpose of 
exchanging information, and all or nearly .all for 
co-operation in treatment. 
3. that contact between agencies was probably always 
direct and that Rll or nearly all social workers 
agreed with this practice, 
4. that probably at least 9 of every 10 agencies did or 
would refuse information to another agency whose 
st!:t.nding was not definitely known or th?..t was not 
prep.ared to be co-operative in return; and that 
at least 8 of every 10 social workers agreed-with 
the policy of these agencies in this respect. 
that the majority of agencies were or would be pre-
pared to give. another agency inform':'l.tiort, that 
might prove harmful to a client, but was of impor ... 
tance to a full understanding of the case, if the 
other agency's standards were accept!:t.ble, but not 
if the other agency's stAndards were unknown or 
doubtful; and that 8 or more of every 10 social 
workers agreed with the policy of these agencies in 
this respect. 
61. 
6. that probably l~es than half of all agencies always 
' ; < 
made their reQords available to social worke~~ in 
other agencies, while the other agencies did so 
only in epeoific instances or not at all •. 
1. that the ma.jori~y of social workers were of the 
opinion that records should be made available to 
soota.l workers 1n other agencies only in spea1f1c 
instances. 
Table 18~· 
Relations of 27 Agencies with otner Agencies. 
(a) A.geneies that contacted other 
agencies regularly 
Weighted 
Percentage 
P CL 
1. in order to obtain obJeCtive 
data about a: given client •.•.• •. 66, 43 .. - 89 
2. in order to obtain the so~ial 
experience of other agencies 
with a given client • • •. •. •. .. • • • • 89 74 ... xOO 
3. in order to co•operate in treat-
ment .................... •·•·• ••• •·•·•·• 94: 83-loo:· 4. in order to give information 
which might be of use to an-
other agency but had not been 
specially' asked for .. • • • • • • • • • 72 50... 94 
(b) Agencies that communicated with other 
ageric ies about a client 
1~ dir~ctly , .. , ................................ 100 
2 • through the client· • •. ~.......... 23 
(o) Agencies that did or would refuse in--
~ormation to anothe~ agency 
1• when the eth:i.cal dependability 
or standing of the inquiring 
agency was not definitely 
known • • • ~ ••••.• 4 4 ••••• , ••••••• 
2'• when the 1nq)liring agency re-·-
fueed.to give reasons for re-
questing information ••••••••• 
3• when the inquiring agency with-
held information which the 
first agency believed to be 
important for securing the 
data l"'eqtiested ••••••••••••••• 
(d) Agencies that; in a rep~rt td another 
agency did. 6r would give inforrna ... 
tion, which was of importance to a 
full understanding of a case, but 
which might prove harmful to a-
client 
l • when the sec orid agcnc y -s at and .... 
ards were acceptable ••••••••• 
2. when the second agency. s ·stand-
ards were unknown ~-·········· 3• when the second agency's sta.n:d.'"'-
ards were doubtful ••• , ,, •••••• 
(e) Agencies that made their records 
available to social workers in 
other agencies 
1 • always • -. '• -. -. -. • ·• -•• ·• ••••• , •••••••• 
2. only in specific instances ...... 
95 
97 
97 
75 
l 
1 
37 
49 
91 ... 100 
,; ... -43 
89 ... 100 
89-100 
54- 96 
o- 6 
o- 6 
14- 60 
25- 73 
62. 
Number 
15 
21 
23-
18 
27 
8 
24 
25 
25 
20 
1 
l 
12 
JA 
Rem~rks on ~able 18. 
Quest. No. 
(c) It appeared that on the questions referring to 
and the refusal of information to other agencies, 
(d) snme agencies had little or no experience on 
which to base their answers. These agencies 
were requested to state what they would do, 
should such a situation arise.· 
(e) One agency made case work records always avail-
able to social workers in other agencies, but 
public assistance records only in specific in-
stances. 
One agancy was attached to a larger organization, 
and records or the data contained therein were 
only made available if the client had left this 
organization and was not eligible for their. 
treatment. 
Table 19. 
Opinion on Relations between Agencies 
Replies of 71 Social Workers 
Affirmative Replies 
(&) Should an agency contact other 
agencies regularly 
Percentage 
P CL 
1, in order to obtain objective 
data about a given client? 88 77- 98 
2. in order to obtain the soc-
ial experience of other 
agencies with a given 
client? ••••••••••••••••• 83 71- 95 3. in order to co~eperate in 
treatment? •••••••••••••• 100 98-100 
4. in order to give information 
which may be of use to an- · 
other agency, but has not 
been specially asked for? 77 63- 90 
(b) Should an agency communicate 
with other agencies about a 
client 
1. directly? ••••••••••••••••~ 99 95-100 
2, through the client? ••••••• 10 1- 19 
(e) Should an agency refuse informa-
tion to another agency 
1. when the ethical dependab-
ility or standing of the 
in~uiring agency is not 
definitely known? ••••••• 90 81- 99 
2. when the inquiring agency 
refuses to give the 
reasons for requesting 
information? • • • • • • • • • • • • 96 89-100 
3. when the inquiring agency 
withholds information 
which the first agency 
believes to be important 
for securing the data 
requested? •••••••••••••• 91 83-100 
Number 
56 
53 
66 
49 
70 
7 
64 
66 
62 
64. 
Number 
of 
Replies 
not 
Reeorde, 
7 
7 
5 
7 
0 
0 
0 
2 
3 
Table 19 ( Cont·. ) 
,Opinion on Relations between Agencies 
Replies of 71 social Workers 
Affirmative Replies 
(dl Sh¢uld an agency in a re):lort to 
another agency give informa.-
tion, which is of importance 
to a. full understanding of the 
oa,E;e,· but which might prove 
harmful to a client 
1 ~' when the . sec.ond agency 's 
sta:p.da.rds are accept ble? 
~. whe~ .~h¢ .. second agency ' s 
·.. . s'ta1;1da.rds a.r-e unknown? • 
3• whenthe,second agency's 
s'tandards are doubtful? 
(e) Should a.n ilgericy make its 
records available to social 
workers in other agencies 
Percentage 
P CL 
89 79~ 98 
4 o·· 10 
4 o- 10 
1~ always? •••••••••• ~~·····~ 27 
2• only in specific instances? 73 
14- 40 
6o ... 86 
Remarks on Table 19• 
Q.uest• No• 
Number 
62 
3 
' 
19 
51 
Number 
Of 
Replies 
not· 
Recorded. 
1 
2 
l 
l 
1 
It. was remarked thitt when other ageheies are 
contacted for co-operation in treatment only 
one person should be responsible for the 
case and not more than one person. 
(d) several social workers remarked that, if an 
agency's standards are acceptable, no.1n-
forniat1on should prove haf'rnful to a client. 
one soci~l worker remarked that one might give 
inforrn~tiori to an individual employed by 
another agericy-,,buf not :f'or record purposes 
or for the benefit of the agency as a whole. 
66. 
H •. Social Diagnosis. 
The following tables, and remarks examine some aspe'cts 
of social diagnosis in agency practice and the op1nio'ns of; 
social workers thereon. Itwill be seen inter alia: 
1~ that the majority of agencies used as units f6r the 
purpose of diagnosis: the individual, the family cr 
the household, depending on the type of case under 
consideration, the family being most frequently used· •. 
that a considerable number of social workers were of 
the opinion that the unit for social d1agrius1a should 
depend on the type of case und.er consideration; and 
that the majority of social workers considered the 
family, probably about half of all social workers 
considered the household, and lessthan half uf all 
social workers considered the individual, a suitable 
unit for the purpose of social diagnosis. 
that 7 or more of every 10 agencies provided temporary 
treatment before diagnostic procedure had been fully 
completed; and that more than 8 of every 10 social 
workers agreed with agency practice in thia·respect. 
4. that 4 or leas of every 10 agencies had a time limit 
within which diagnostic procedure had to be com-
pleted; and that leas than 3 of every 10 social 
workers .'\greed with the prA-ctice of these agencies 
in this respect. 
5. that agency practice varied widely as regards the 
placing of the responsibility for the final diagnosis 
of cases; that the final diagndsls rested in 
probably 4 of every 10 agencies in the hands of the 
roci~l worker in charge of the investigation of the 
c aoo, working together with the case supervisor; 
and that in most other agencies either the social 
worker in charge of the investigation alone, or the 
case supervisor together with the case committee had 
this responsibility. 
6. that amongst social workers opinion was very much 
divided on the question of who should be responsible 
for diagnosis; that case committees were most fre. 
quently thought to be the best body to assume this 
responsibility followed by the social workers 1n 
charge of the investigation, alone or in oonJunet18n 
with the case supervisor. 
1. that of every 10 social workers 8 or more thought 
that, where final diagnosis was in the hands er a. 
case committee, the social worker in charge of the 
investigation should present tho case; and that 
this probably happened in the majority of agenc1es 
using case committees. 
8. that 8 or more of every 10 agencies reviewed as a 
matter of routine the dil'\gnos1s of c.~ses under 
tre~tnient, 13.nd that more than 8 of every 10 social 
workers agreed with the practice of these agencies 
in this respect. 
e 
68, 
Table 20. · 
Some Aspects of Social Diagnosis in 27 Agencies 
Weighted 
Percentage Number 
(a) Agencies that, for the purpose of 
diagnosis consider as unit 
. 1. the individual • •••••••••••••• 
2. the family ............ -· ....... 
3. the household • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • 
(b) Agencies that provided temporary 
treatment before diagnostic pro-
cedure had been fully completed • 
(c) Agencies that had a time limit with-
in which diagnostic procedure had 
to be completed .•.••.• , •.•.••••••.••••• 
(d) Agencies in which responsibility for 
the final diagnosis of a case 
rested with 
1, the social worker in charge of 
the investigation of the case 
2. a case supervisor •••••••••••• 
3. a case committee ••••••••••••• 
(e) Agencies in which cases were pre-
sented to the case committee by 
1, the social worker in charge of 
the investigation of the case 
2. the case supervisor ••••·••••• 
3. all professional persons that 
had been in contact with the 
case ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
(f) Agencies that periodically reviewed, 
ae a matter of routine, the dia-
gnmsis of cases under treatment 
P CL 
75 54- 96 
94 83-100 
88 72 .... 100 
84 66-100 
21 1- 41 
70 48- 98 
57 33- 81 
39 16- 62 
( 1) 69(1)15-100 
o o- 8 
92. 79-100 
(l)Refers to 8 agencies in which responsibility for final 
diagnosis rested with a committee that acted only as 
case committee. 
19 
25 
18 
19 
5 
20 
8 
14 
6 
0 
2 
22 
Remarks on Table 20. 
Quest. No. 
(~) The majority of agencies used the individual, 
the family or the household as unit for the 
purpose of diagnosis, depending on the nature 
. of the case. 
(b) Some agencies provided for temporary treatment 
through other agencies. 
(d) Case C.ommittees included committees acting part ... 
time as case committee, such as the executive 
committee of an agency or a sub-committee 
thereof~ 
See also table 21. 
(f) In one agency clients were members of the agency 
and had continuous contact with the staff. 
... 
•• 
' 
-
Table 21. 
~tailed Analysis of Question (d), Table 20. 
Resp9nsibility for Diagnosis in 2Z Asencies 
Agenotes 1n which responsibility for the 
final diagnosis of a case rested with 
1. the social worker in charge ~f the 
investigation of the case alone 
2. this social worker in conjunction 
with a case supervisor • • • • • • • • • 
3. this s~o1al worker 1n conjunction 
with a case committee • • • • • • • • • • 
4. a. case supervisor alone • • • • • • • • • • 
5. a case supervisor 1n e~~junct1en 
with a case committee • • • • • • • • • • 
6. a case committee alone • • • • • • • • • • • 
7. the social worker 1n charge of the 
investigation of the case in oonw 
junction with a case supervisor 
and a ease committee • • • • • • • • • • • 
~--------
Weighted 
Percentage 
p 
25 
}6 
9 
0 
21 
9 
0 
70. 
. '···-. 
Table 22. 
Cp-tnion on Some Aspects of Social Diagnosis 
Replies of 71 Social Workers 
(~) Should an agency for the purpose 
of diagn~sis consider as unit 
1. the individual? •••••••••• 
2. the family? ••.•• •·•·• ••••• , , 
3. the household? ••.••••••••• 
(b) Should an agency undertake temp-
orary treatment, before dia-
gnostic procedure has been 
fully completed'? •••.••••••••• 
(e) Should an agency have a time 
limit within which diagnostic 
procedure must be completed? 
(d) Should responsibility for the 
final diagnosis of a case rest 
with 
1. the social worker in charge 
of the investigation of 
the case? •••••••••••••• 
2. a case supervisor? ••••••• 
3. a case committee? ••••••••· 
(e) Where final diagnosis is in the 
hands of a case committee, 
should cases be presented to 
that committee by 
1. the social worker in charge 
of the investigation of 
the case? ·~········~··• 2. the case supervisor? ••••• 
3 •. all professional persons 
that have been in contact 
with the case?· ••••••••~ 
(f) Should an agency periodically 
review, as a matter of routin~ 
the diagnosis of cases under 
treatment? •••••••~·••••••••• 
Affirmative Replies 
Percentage 
P CL 
35 21- 49 
78 65- 90 
54 39- 68 
90 81- 99 
17 5- 28 
47 32- 62 
36 21- 50 
54 39- 69 
88 78- 98 
14· 3- 24 
5 o- 11 
91 82-100 
Number 
25 
55 
38 
63 
11 
33 
25 
38 
57 
9 
3 
58 
71 •. 
Number 
of 
Replies 
not 
Reeordec 
0 
0 
0 
1 
5 
1 
1 
1 
6 
6 
6 
7. 
72. 
~marks on ~ble 22. 
Quest. No. 
(~) A considerable number of soci~l workers considered 
the answer to this question dependent on the 
branch of social work under consideration. 
It was re~arked th~t the individual could be con-
sidered as unit, but always in relation to the 
family and the household. 
(b) According to some social workers temporary treat-
ment should not be undertaken except in the most 
urgent and desperately needy oases. 
(d) see also table 23. 
(d) 3. SeverP.tl social workers reml-\rked thatsuch a case 
committee ·should consist only of professional 
workers and· experts in related professions. 
Table 23 • 
Detailed Analysis of Question (d), Table 22• 
0£1nton on ResEonsibility for Diagnosis 
. 
Replies of 71 Social Workers 
The responsibility for final di~gnosis 
of a case should rest with 
1~ the social worker in charge of the 
investigation of the case alone .• 
2. this social worker in conjunction 
Percentage 
p 
23 
with a case supervisor • • • • • • • • • 13 
3. this social worker in conjunction 
with a case committee • • • • • • • • • • 6 
4• a case supervisor alone ... ' ·• .... ~ ~ .... 10 
5. a case supervisor in conjunction 
with a case committee •••••••••• 7 
'6. a case committee alone • • • • • • • • • • • 36 
1. the social worker in charge of the 
investigation of the case in con-
junction with a case supervisor 
and a case·committee ••••••••••• 6 
73 
I. Planning Treatment. 
The following tables and remarks examine some aspects of 
the planning of treatment in social agencies and the views.~f 
social workers thereon. It Will be seen inter alia: 
1.. ·that in more than 9 of every 10 agencies the person_ts) 
responsible-for diagnosis was/were also responsible 
for planning treatment and that 9 or·more of every 
10 social workers agreed with the practice of the·se, 
agencies in this respect. 
2. tha-t the majority of agencies discussed their plan of: 
treatment with other agencies dealing with the case 
only in special circumstances; and that probably a 
small majority of social workers agreed with the 
practice of these agencies in this respect .. 
3. that probably about:half of all agencies made it a 
practice always to discuss their plan of treatment 
with the client co.nce:rned.;~ and .that amongst social 
workers probably a small majority were of the op~n,ion 
that circumstances should decide this question. 
4. that in case of refusal on the part of a client to 
accept the treatment planned more than 8 of every 
10 agencies modified their plan, 3 or less attempted_ 
to enfo.rce t.Y"e!:l.t,~Y'+. e.nd probably about 5 wi tha:rew .. 
their treatment,- usually ·after a modified pla~ had.: -
failed to gain co-operat1on. 
5. that 9 or more of every 10 social workers were of the 
opinion that- if' the client refuses to accept the 
treatment planned, this plan should be modified; 
that 2 or less of·every 10 social workers were in 
favour of enforcing treatment and that the majority 
of· social workers were against withdrawing treatment. 
75. 
Table 24. 
Some Aspects of Planning Treatment in 27 Agencies 
Weighted 
Percentage Number 
'(a) Agencies in which the person(s) 
responsible for diagnosis was/ 
were also respOnsible for plan-
ning treatment ••••••••-•••-•J•••• 
(b) Agencies that discussed their plan 
of treatment with other agencies 
dealing with the case 
1. always _ •...•.............. •·•·•········ •... 
2. only in special circumstances 
. (c) Agencies that discussed their plan 
of treatment with the clients 
concerned 
1. always ........... -•-• ............. . 
2. only in special .c:jj·•cumstances 
{d) Agencies that, in case of refusal 
of a client to accept the treat-
ment :planned 
1. attempted to enforce their 
treatment ........... -•·-·•·• •••.•••• 
2. m6difie~ their plan ··~~~··••• 
3. withdrew their treatment •••• 
P CL 
99 94-100 
26 5- 47 
74 - 53- 95 
58 ., 34- 82 
42 18- 66 
16 
94 
53 
-o- 34 
83-100 
29;;. 77 
Remarks on Table 24. 
Quest. No. 
(c) -Some agencies stated that plans for treatment 
were always discussed with parents, but only 
in special circumstances with children. 
(d) The modification of the. plan of treatment in-
cludes transfer to another agency. 
One agency stated that, since it dealt with 
Government .departments, it could not as a 
rule modify its plan,. 
-Many -agencies stated that they withdrew treat-
ment .only if modifying their plan had failed .• 
26 
7 
.20 
16 
11 
5 
25 
15 
· Table· 25. 
Opinion on some A~cts of Planning Treatment 
Replies of 71 Social Workers 
76. 
Affirmative 
Percentage 
P CL 
Replies Number 
of 
Numl::er' Replies 
not 
Recorded 
(a) Should 'the person(s) responsible 
for diagnosis also be-respons-
ible for planning treatment? 
(b) Should an agency discuss its 
plan of treatment with other 
case 
95 89-100 62 
agencies dealing with the 
1. always'? • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 36 21- 50 • 24 
2. only in spepi~l circum-
stances? •: ............... 
(c) Should an agency discuss its 
plan of treatment with the 
clients concerned 
1. always? ···~··•••••••••••• 
2. only in spe6l~l circum~ 
stances? ••••••••.••••••• 
(d) In case of refusal by a client 
to accept the treatment plan-
ned, should an agency 
1. attempt to enforce its 
treatment? ••••••••••••• 
2. modify its plan? ···~···•• }. withdraw its treatment? .••. · 
63 48- 78 
37 22 ... 51 
63 49- 78 
13 3- 24 
94 87-100 
16 . 5- 28 
Remarks on Table 25. 
Quest. No. 
42 
25 
43 
9 
63 
11 
(a) One social worker remarked that the person 
responsible for the diagnosis should not 
necessarily plan the treatment, but should 
always be consulted in this matter, 
(c) Several social workers remarked that the 
treatment plan should not be discussed 
with the client only if the client is 
mentally unbalanced or mentally unable 
to understand the plan, when it should be 
discussed with some members of the client's 
family. 
6 
4 
4 
3 
3 
4 
4 
4 
77. 
Rem~rks on Tabl'E? 22i.Cont.) 
Quest. No. 
(c) Two other remarks recorded were: ·that the 
treatment plan should always be disCu$sed 
with the client subject to such items as may 
upset treatment; and that the treatment 
plan should always be discussed with the 
client, except when the client is a child. 
(d) Some social workers thought that the answer to 
this question depended entirely on the client. 
and on the type of problem under consider-~ 
at ion •. 
On the point of enfo~ing treatment it was 
remarked that enforcement is permissible 
only when the ae:;ency is convinced that the 
treatment is good for the client; and 
further, that enforcement against a client's 
·will handicaps the worker by the resulting 
attitude of the client, and that therefore 
complete success in treatment will seldom 
follow. 
78. 
~reatment. 
The followtng tables and remarks examine some aspects 
of the treatment given by social agencies and the views of 
social workers thereon. It will be seen inter alia: 
1. that it is likely that in the majority of agencies the 
person(s) responsible for pl~nning the treatment of 
a case was/were also responsible for carrying out 
the treatment of that case; and that the majority 
of social workers agreed with the practice of these 
agencies in this respect. 
-2. that in more than 8 of every 10 agencies circumstances 
determined whether a c ase was given treatment main-
ly on the agency's premises or in the client's own 
home. 
·3· that the majority of social workers were of the opinion 
that the best place for treating a case was in the 
client's own home; but ·that from 1 to 4 of every 
10 social workers were of the opinion that circum-
stances should determine the place of treatment .• 
-4. that 7 or more of every 10 agencies periodically and 
as a matter of routine reviewed the treatment of 
their cases; and that 9 or more of every 10 social 
workers agreed with the. practice of these agencies 
in this respect. 
(a) 
e (b) 
(c) 
Table 26 ~ 
Some Aspects of Treatment in 27 A~ncies 
Agencies in which the persons . 
responsible for carrying out 
treatment were the same as those 
responsible for planning treatment 
Agencies that gave treatment 
1. as far as possible on the 
agency's premises • • • • • • • • • • 2. as far as possible in the 
clients' own homes • • • • • • • • • 
3~ according to circumstances, on 
the agency ' s premises or in 
the clients' own homes ••••• 
Agencies that periodically reviewed 
their treatment as a matter of 
routine • t I e I t • e I t I t e I • I I • I I I I I • I 
"· . 
Weighted 
Percentage 
P CL 
72 50- 94 
5 o- 16 
1 o- 6 
94 83-100 
84 66~100 
Remarks on Table 26. 
Quest. No. 
79. 
Number 
24 
3 
1 
23 
19 
( c ) Some agencies mentioned that they would like to 
review their treatments as a matter of routine, 
but were unable to do.so because of shortage 
.of trained staff, 
t 
Table 27 
Opinion on some Aspects of Treatment 
Replies of 71 Social Workers 
80. 
Affirmative Replies 
Percentage Number 
P CL 
Number 
of 
Replies 
not 
Recorded 
(a) Should the persons responsible 
for carrying out treatment be 
the same as those responsible 
for planning treatment? ••••• 80 
(b) Should treatment be given 
1. as far as possible on the 
agency's premises? ••••• 10 
2. as far as possible in the 
clients' own homes? •••• 68 
3. according to circumstances, 
on the agency's premises 
or in the clients' own 
homes? ••••• , •• ~ • ~ • ••• • • 23 
(c) Should an agency periodically 
review its treatment as a 
matter of routine? •••••••••• 95 
69- 92 
1;_ 19 
54- 82 
10- 36 
Remarks ori Table 27• 
Quest~ No. 
52 
6 
45 
15 
61 
6 
5 
5 
5 
7 
(a) It was remarked (i) . that several social workers 
may be on the committee that diagnoses and .. 
plans treatment, but that only one or two of 
these should be responsible for carrying out 
the treatment; (ii) that one particular 
person may have a better approach to the 
client during the diagnostic process, but 
(b) 
that treatment may be carried out by several 
pe"rsons in consultation$ and (iii) that a 
well-trained staff can take over from one-
another~ 
Some social workers remarked that certain re;... 
creational, cultural and medical treatment 
methods Oannot be ~pplied iri the client's: 
own home, although the ultimate aim is· to · 
improve family life• 
81. 
K. The Follow-up and Closing of Ca~. 
The following tables and remarks examine some aspects 
of the follow~up and closing of cases in social agencies and 
the views of social workers thereon. /. 
it will be seen: 
Amongst other things 
1. that all or nearly all agencies followed up cases as 
a matter of routine, when they wanted to maintain 
contact with a client or when a client wanted to 
mainta1n.contact with them; and that probably a small 
majority of agencies did follow-up work when a client 
had refused their treatment, but not when they had 
refused further treatment to a· c 1 ient. 
2. that agencies should follow-up cases according to 
9 or more of every 10 social workers, when an 
agency wants to maintain contact with a client; 
according to more than 8 of every 10 social worker-s,\ 
when a client wants to maintain contact with an 
agency; and according to probably about half of 
all social workers when a client refuses treatment; 
and that the majority of social workers were not 
in favour of follow-up when an agency has refused 
to give further treatment to a client. 
3. that agencies closed cases under a variety·of·circum-
stances of which the most frequent were: a client 
moving to another district (in probably about half 
of all f!gencies), and a clieht going to another 
agency (in prob9..bly about one-third of. a.ll agencies). 
' . 
4. that the majority of social workers were in favour of 
an ag~t1,()Y closing a case which had been referred to 
another agency-;- ·that probably about half --of all 
social workers were .. in favour of closing- a 'case when 
. :-· 
_a client dies, when a client goes ttl':'aiiother agency, 
or when a client goes to another district; but 
that the majority of social workers were not in 
favour of closing a case in which a client re(uses 
82. 
the agency 's:;/t;~atment or in which a client no l~n8e~ -
~· ·. . 
fall's within the s·co:pe of the agency,· though wanting 
,\., ~::;..., ..... 
furth~r;treatment by the agency. 
Table 28. 
The Follow-up ·and Closing of Cases in 27 Agencie·s 
Weighted 
Percentage Number 
(a) Agencies that, as a matter of :rout-
ine, followed up cases no longer 
under treatment 
1. when the agency wanted to main-
tain contact with a client 
2. when a client wanted to main-
tain contact with the agency 
3. when a client refused treat-
.. ment ••.. !;t ••• , ••• (t •• , ••••••• 
4. when the aBency refused to give 
further treatment •••••••••• 
(b) Agencies that closed a case 
1. when a client refused treat-
ment offered by the agency • , 
2. when a client no longer fell 
within the scoPe of the 
agency, though wanting fur-
ther treatment by the agency 
3. when a client died ••••••••••• 
4. when a client went to another 
agency • o ••••••••• o ••••••••• 
5. when the agency referred the 
client to another agency ••• 
6. when a client moved to another 
district ••••••••••••••••••• 
7. in any other circumstances ••• 
P CL 
99 
100 
69 
34 
25 
23 
26 
34 
30 
58 
94-100 
97-100 
47- 91 
11- 57 
4- 46 
3 ... 43 
5- 47 
11- 57 
8- 52 
34- 82 
Rem~rks on Table 28. 
Quest. No. 
26 
27 
15 
8 
9 
5 
9 
4 
3 
17 
() 
(a) One agency :referred its cases to another agency 
for follow-up work. 
(b) 
(b )4. 
One agency did not close a case under any circum-
stances. 
In the case of a client going to another agency, 
the case was, as a rule, closed only after 
consultation with the other agency~ 
One agency closed s~ch cases unless the other 
agency gave only ~pecialized treatm~nt~ 
Table 29. 
Opinion on the Follow-up and Closing of Cases 
Replies of 71 Social Workers 
Affirmative Replies Number 
Percentage 
of 
Number Replies 
(a) Should an agency follow up, as 
a matter of routine, cases no 
longer under treatment 
1. when the agency wants to 
maintain contact with a 
client? •••••••••••••••• 
2. when a client wants to 
maintain contact with the 
agency? •••••••••.•••••.• 
3. when a client refuses 
treatment? •••·••••••••• 
4, when the agency refuses to 
give further treatment? 
(b) Should an agency close a case 
1. when a client refuses 
treatment offered by the 
agency? •••••• -•••••••••• 
2. when a client no longer 
falls within the scope of 
the agency, though want-
ing further treatment by 
the agency? ••••••··~··· 
3. when a client dies? •.. • •••• 
4. when a client goes to an-
other agency? •••••••••• 
5. when the agency refers the 
client to another agency? 
6. when a client moves to an~ 
other district?· !~··~~·· 
7, in any other circumstances? 
P CL 
94 
92 
48 
30 
86-100 
84 ... 100 
32---64 
15- 46 
60 
58 
29 
17 
26 12- 40 17 
34 20.:. 49 22 
58 42-- 74 36 
; 
53 38- 68 35 
70 56-- 84 46 
60 44 ... 76 36 
0 
Remarks on Table 29. 
Quest.No. 
' 
(a) It was remarked that cases were always under 
treatment. 
(b) No other circumstances under which agencies 
should close a case were mentioned• 
not 
Recorded 
7 
8 
10 
15 
6 
7 
9 
5 
5 
11 
L. Research. 
The followtng tables and remarks examine one measure 
of the extent to which agencies and social workers have 
used agency records for research purposes, ,the availability 
of agency records for research, and the views of social 
workers thereon, It will be observed inter alia: 
l~ that of every 10 agencies 7 or more were prepared to 
make their records available to students engaged 
in research projects, and 7 or more to others 
engaged in scientific projects, while l or less 
was prepared to make its records g,vails.ble to the 
public·, 
2, that of every 10 social workers more than 9 were of 
the opinion that agency records should be made 
available to students engaged in research projects, 
and 9 or more were of the opinion that agency 
records should be made available to others en-
gqged in scientific projects, while less than 2 
favoured making agencjr records available to the 
public·, 
3. that probably s.bout half of all s.gencies and probably 
about one-..quart8r of all soci8..l workE:>rs had made 
use of agency records for research purposes. 
(a) 
e (b) 
Table 30. 
Some Aspects of Resea,rch in 27 Agencies 
Weighted 
Percentage 
P CL 
86. 
Number 
Agencies that made their records 
avaiJable to 
1. students engaged in research 
projects • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 84 66-100 25 
2. others engaged in scientific 
. projects • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 84 66-100 25 
3. the public • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 3 o- 11 2 
Agencies that had used their 
records for research purposes • • 54 30- 78 9 
Quest. No. 
(a) 
(b) 
Remarks on Table 30. 
One agency, in which ellen ts were staff of an 
organization to which the agency was attached, 
did not make its records available to anyone 
outside the agency. 
Many agencies specified the showing of proper 
credentials and stated that they would have 
to agree with the purpose of the research 
project. 
It was not necessary in this investigation to 
examine agency records, so that an agency 
co-operating in this investige.tion might still 
not be prepared to make its records available 
to anyone outside the agency. On the other 
hand, it is likely that an agency, not prepared 
to co-operate in this investigation, would also 
not be prepared to m::tke its records available 
for resee.rch purposes to anyone outside that 
agenc~. In this study, one agency, a Government 
Department, had to be excluded from the sample 
because it wqs not prepared to co-operate, and 
this may have affected the randomness of the 
sample with regard to this question. 
It will be noted that the nature of this research 
has not been specified here. 
.tt· 
I 
r •· 
(a) 
Table 31. 
Opinion on some Aspects of Resear.dh 
Replies of 71 Social Workers 
Affirmative Replies 
Percentage Number 
P CL 
Should an agency make its records 
available to 
1. students engaged in research 
projects? ........... ·~·,···~· 97 92-100 65 2. others engaged in scientific 
projects? 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 96 89-100 64 
3 .. the public'? ....... ' ......... 7 o- 15 5 
87. 
Number 
of 
Replies 
not 
Recorded 
4 
4 
3 
·(b) 'Have you ever used agency records 
I 
I . 
for research- purposes? • • • • • • • 22 10-- 34 15 
Quest. No. 
(b) 
Remarks on Table 31 .• 
It will be seen that the nature of this research 
has not been specified here. 
0 
Chapter VI. 
3UMJVIARY .A.ND CONCLU.SIONS 
A. Evidence of Standardization. 
It was seen that at least 6, and probably 8, of every 
10 agencies maintained the standard of work they desired. 
It wi.ll be presumed, then, that the methods used in agency 
practice or advocated by agency policy, were to a very large 
88. 
~ extent, but almost certainly not entirelyJ those which agencies 
·considered best for attaining their objectives in case work. 
Social workers were requested, in completing the 
questionnaire, to assume ideal conditions to exist when giving 
1 their opinion as to hbw case work should be performed. 
It is quite likely, however, that some social workers v1ere so 
accustomed to present conditions as to be unable to accede to 
:this request. 
It was seen that from 6 to 8 of every 10 social workers 
were of the opinion that agencies should limit intake when 
necessary to maintain the desired standard of work. This seems 
to be the best available indication of the extent to which 
social workers assumed ideal conditions when giving their 
opinions as to how case work should be performed. It will be 
presumed, then, that the majority of social workers, but prob-
ably not all, gave as their opinion those methods which they 
considered best for attaining their objectives in case work. 
The procedure followed by a particular agency is in-
fluenced by all the factors building up the historical back-
ground of the agency. Changes in such a procedure.are most 
:likely to come about through the stress of the opinion of 
l 
!social workers working for the agency. 
Although most questions asked of agencies and social 
• 
workers included such terms as 'generally', 'mainly' or 
'as a rule'," both agencies arid social workers frequently .. 
,, -· 
stressed the importance of the 6f~ctli:nsta.hces of the case Hi . 
. 
determintne; the ans'trer to a question. Ivloreovet; thefe viere 
hardly any aspects of procedure on which agreement was una-
nimous amongst agencies or social 1-rorkers, but there were many 
aspects of proc·edure on 'l.Arhich agreement was considerable. 
rt a.ppears then that we are dealing not so much with 
rigid standardization as with procedures in which a consider-
able measure of standardization is evident. 
Taking into account the importance of the individual 
aspects of every case, standardization was evident in those 
procedures which the majority of agencies adopted,and on which 
the majority of social workers agreed. 
Some Procedures in which Standardization is evident. 
1. Collecting identifying information at the first interview 
with a client. 
2. Using trained social workers for the first interview 
voTi th a client. 
89. 
3. Investigating the history of cases, and not present circl.lltt-
stances only. 
4. Verifying data concerning a case, as a matter of routine, 
by reference to documents and to social agencies. 
5. Contacting, in an investigation, as a matter of routine, 
other agencies, near relatives, physicians, hospitals, 
teachers and present employers. 
6. Contacting the Central Case Register regardj_ng all new 
cases; 
90. 
Some Procedures in which Standardization is evident (Cont. 
7. Contacting the Central Case Register regarding current 
cases only in special circumstances. 
8, Giving the social worker in charge of the investigation 
of a case responsibility for contacting the Register 
regarding that case, whether that case is ne\tl or current 
9. Regularly contacting other agencies for the exchange of 
information and co-operation in treatment. 
10. Contacting other e,gencies directly from agency to agency •. 
11. Refusing information to an agency whose standing is not 
definitely knovm or that is not prepared to be co-opera-
tive in return. 
12. Refusing an agency information, that might be harmful to 
a client, but is of importance to a full·understanding 
of a case, unless that agency's standards are known and 
acceptable. 
13. Making records available to social workers in other 
agencies only in special circumstances. 
14. Providing temporary treatment for a case until diagnostic 
procedure has been fully completed. . 
15. Having no time limit within which diagnostic procedure 
must be completed, 
16. Where final diagnosis is in the he,nds of a case Committee, 
letting the social worker in charge of the investigation 
of a case, present that case to the committee. 
17. Reviewing, as a matter of routine, the diagnosis of cases 
under treatment. 
18. Giving the persons responsible for diagnosis also re-
sponsibility .for plannine; treatment. 
19. Discussing the plan of treatment with other ~,gencles 
dealing with the case only in special circumstances. 
gr .. 
Some Proc:edures in which Standardization is evident (Cant-.) 
20. Modifying the plan of treatment, when the client refus·e-s-
to accept the plan, and not enforcing treatment. 
21. Giving the persons responsible for planning treatment..-~: 
also the responsibility for carrying out the treatment'; 
22. Periodically revie\'ring treatment, as a matter of routtne-... 
23. Following up cases, no longer under treatment·, when an 
agency wants to maintain contact with a client, or a 
client-wants to maintain contact with an agency. 
24. Making records available for scientific projects to 
persons with satisfactory credentials, but not to the 
public. 
Where agency practice varied considerably-in a certain 
procedure, but the majority of social workers agreed as to 
what form this procedure should take, we may expect standard-
ization to take place in.the direction of social worker 
opinion. 
Some Procedures in which Standardization is likely 
to develop. 
1. Starting the process of diagnosis after a purely 1dentL ... 
fytng first interview .. 
2. In-case of refusal on the part of a client to accept the 
treatment planned, not withdrawing treatment. 
92. 
Vfuere agency praetie-e·· -was significantly contrasted ~1 th 
the opinion of social workers thereon, it is likely that 
agency practice will gradually change in the direction of 
the procedures advocated by a majority of social workers, 
and may in the long run show some measure of standardization. ! 
Some Likely. Developments in Agency Practice. \ . 
.. 
1. Limiting intake, in order to maintain the desired stand-
ard of work, on the basis of needs standards ahd not 
on the basis of race. 
2. Introducing appointments for office interviews with 
clients. 
3. Introducing consulting hours for clients. 
4. Improving privacy and waiting room facilities in con-
nection with office interviews with clients. 
Where agency practice and the views of social workers 
thereon vaded considerably there is little or no evidence of 
standardization or likely changes of procedure. 
Some Procedures which show no Evidence of Standardization. 
1. Requiring clients to complete their own application forms. 
2. Arranging first interviews by appointment. 
3. Holdins the first interview in the client's own home or 
in the agency's office. 
4. Determining which sources of information are of special 
weight. 
5. Contacting the Central Case Register as soon as identi-
fying data are available or after the first diagnostic 
interview. 
6. Using the individu~l, the family or the household as the 
unit for the purpose of diagnosis. 
93. 
Some Procedures which show no Evidence of Standardization, 
(Cont.). 
7. Placing responsibility for diagnosis in the hands of the 
social worker in charge of the investigation of the 
case; a case supervisor or a case committee. 
8. Discussing th~ plan of treatment with the client concerned. 
9. Giving tr~atment in the clients' own homes or on the 
agency's prerni ses. 
10. Following up a client who has refused treatment. 
11. Deciding when to close a case. 
B. Type of Standardization. 
Nearly all agencies and approximately half o:f:·a.lJJsoclal 
:;:') 
workers had laid down some general formula expre:sf!rt'ng their 
treatment objectives in such terms as 'giving advice '• : \' 
~·~.: \; .:. ' 
'financial aid'", 1rehabilite.tlon', 'adjustment', etc. 
:r:~:. 
General formulae of this kind must be replaced by social or 
economic objectives, before we can study scientifically how 
to meet the objectives~ 
The replies to more specific questions on social and 
economic objectives suggested firstly,·. that tbese gene~ti1 
I".· 
formulae can be expressed in terms of de~inite social and 
+-' 
economic objectives; and secondly, that in practice they have 
to e. large extent been so expresse_p. qualitatively but not 
quantitatively, 
We find then that the first condition for sc1ent{:f16. 
standardization, that of expressing the objectives in exact 
terms has not been fulfilled, so that the process of standard-
ization that was observed was not scientific. 
In social work, scientific standardization is generally 
associated with the raising of current norms and riot; '~it'll; 
the correction or prevention of abnormal circumstances. 
As most of the agencies inve'stiga.ted were concerned mainly 
with the latter, it would not be expected that the standards 
! used would be scientific. 
cl 
i The process of standardization observed Y'las mainly 
social, i.e., it was the result of custom and agreement 
amongst agencies and social workers as to what is the best 
1 procedure to follow in certain circumstances. Many soc1!!l 
case work procedures are becoming standardized on the blsis 
of the accumulated experience of agencies and social ~orkers. 
95. 
It was seen that the data examined pointed to a measure 
of standardization, rather than to established standard 
practices to which all conform. Now most of the welfare 
agencies investigated were concerned with the correction or 
prevention of abnormal circumstances. This aspect of social 
work is conditioned by the subjective view of the social 
worker or the agency for which she works as to what is 
'normal' or what is average practice. It was to be ex~ 
peeted, therefore, that treatment objectives should vary 
- .considerably· amongst agencies and espec tally amongst 
individual social workers. It seems likely that in those 
a.spects of social case work procedure that can be sta.nda.z-4• 
ized, the process of standardization will progress as agree-
ment on the aim of social case work fncrea.ses. This agree• 
ment can onlJ be reached on the basis of further knowledge 
to be provided by the. various social sciences. 
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c. General Conclusions, 
If the S!tmple of agencies used in this investigation is 
equivalent to a random sample of all family welfare agencies 
operating under conditions. similar to those in Johannesburg 
at the time of the investigation; and 
if the sample of social workers used 1nthis investtga.-
tion is equivalent to a random sample of all social workers 
employed by family welfare agencies under conditions similar 
to -those in Johannesburg at the time of the inve.st1gation; then, 
the conclusions reached are .valid anywhere and at any 
time under cond"it1ons· similar to those 1n Johannesbu:bg at the 
time of the investigation. 
Amongst the factors which determine these conditions 
probably the most important aret 
(a) the influence of various Government Departments, 
especialiy.the Department of Social Welfare; 
(b) the influence of the accumulated experience of social 
welfare agencies; 
(c) 'the training received by social workers; and 
(d) the· ava1lab111 ty of forums for discussion amongst 
social welfare agencies and individual social 
workers. 
The development of various aspects of co-ordinB.tion in 
social work activities is making these conditions increasingly 
'· 
similar elsewhere to those 1n Johannesburg, especially in the 
other urban areas in the Union~ It seems probable, there-
fore, that, in the absence of evidence to the contrary, the 
conclusions from this investigation., are applicable in other 
centres·or social work to the extent to which these centres 
participate in various co~ord1nat1ng activities. 
D. Suggestions for further Research. 
The scientific study of case work procedure is of com-
paratively recent date, but trial and error experiment~tion 
has been carried out in this field almost as long as social 
work has been a human activity. 
It is not surprising, therefore, to find that a survey 
of present case work procedures suggest many aspects of 
social case work in which scientific researcb. is likely to 
be profitable. 
Some of the rnore immediate avenues of research which 
may be expected to be fruitful are stated here. 
1. Not all the data collected were analyzed in this 
paper and the conclusions reached suggest that further ana-
lyses of the following might be particularly fruitful: 
(a) Analysts of the section on case recording; 
(b) Analysis of the section on case loads; 
( c ) 
(d) 
2. 
Correlations between different procedures; 
.. 
Further study of those objectives that were 
expressed in measurable tern's. 
The conclusions reached in this in'r,:eo+.~ O'!:lt,ion are 
only provisionally applicable to other centres of social work. 
A similar investigation ih other centres would be of great 
value both as a check on the method of collecting data and 
the statistical methods employed in this investigation; and 
as a basis for comparing social work procedures in dlff,~-~-""'"'":-
centres. 
3. Perhapsthe most urgent problem revealed by this 
investigation is· that of defining precisely objectives in 
case work which will be generally accept.l?..ble in case work. 
These objectives must be based on hu:rn8,n needs. It would 
be fruitful to discover. 
(a) why those human needs that h~ve been expressed in 
precise social or economic terms, are not generally 
accepted as part of the objectives of case work; 
and 
(b) in what precise social and econO~ic terms we oan 
express those hum!\n needs that have not yet been 
defined, 
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